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FOREWORD
This inothile is one of a series of 127 Oertarniarieded leash&
education (PETE) learning packages focusing upon specific pro-
teswirual wmpeterdies of vmattoruil tewters: The wrivetencies
upon which these rile xlirFeS are bas4d were identified and Vetid
through_ research as being important successful vocational
teaching at both the secondary and postsecondary kvettiS of in-
struction The modules are suitable tor the prLvaration of teachers
are other occupational trainers in all occupational areas.

Each irtadue provides teams experiences that integrate th eory
and application: each culminates with criteribri-re*renOed as-
sessment of the teacher's tinstrumrS, trainer's) performance of
the specified Competerici(: Tte illaterialS are tieSigned tar use by
teachers-in-training working individuaLly or in grsx4s sexier the
direction and with the assistance of teacher educatOrs or others
acting as resat irce persons. Resource persons should tie Aired lo
the teacher competencies being developed and should-be- thor-
ough/y oriented to PETE concepts and procedures before useg
these materials

The design of the materials provides conSiderable flexibiliiyi for
planning and conducting porforMance-based training prcigrams
tor preservice and inservoce teacher/, as well as Ititiness-
industry-labor trainers, to meet a wide variety of individual needs
and interests. The materials are intended for use by universities
and colleges. State departments of edLication. postsecondary in-
stitutions. local education agenciet. and others responsible for the
proles stmt development of vocational teachers and other occu-
pato:MI-it framers

This PETE curriculum package. Module E-10. designed to en-
able vocational teachers and other occupational trainers to deal
With stuoerits Who are using thenidelsalcohol and ether
drugs7-to the extent that their performance in the classroom Is
adversely affected The module is based upon competencies deri
Med as essential for vocational teachers to effectively combat
student abuse of alcohol and other drugs.

Many ;indiVidaialt acid it titutions have contributed fo the research,
development testing; and revision of this significant training pack-
age: Appredabon Iexterkied to the foaming whb, as
mernberS of the DACUM atrat 4 panel. assittedNational Center
Staff in the identifdation of the teacher ccespetvicy ,.`.Vemeitts
upon which this module is based: Earl Emery. Mr-%,
Thomas Liv_ely, Olive Miller, Thomas Murray. Witham
-and Mike Sledik

Field testing of the materials was carried out Wit0 ?he
field -site coordinators, teacher educators; students, riirt.744-.-1
star development; and otters at the following_ instituticii fa!
biitiLierque Tecxiical 47obatroriat InateVite, New Wilco; Heil:Vitt
College, Canada: and University of Southern Maine.

Spectzl recognition for major individual roleiM the development of
thee Materials is extenifedio The foltaiting Naticinal Center Staff:
Lucille Campbell-Deane, ,As ovate 'Director Development Divi-
sion; and James B. Hamilton; Program Director. for leadership and
erection of the project; Leis G- 14eitington and Wheel E.
Wonacott, Program Associates, for module quality control: .Cheryl
M. .bowry_Research Specialist for developing .iUustralicn specifi-
cations: Barbara Shea for art work; Mania Sirilandiiiiitek,
Graduate Reseect for assistance in field -test data
summarization; and Catherine_ C King-Fitch and Michael E.
Weinacett, Program Associates. for revision of the materials fallow-
ing field testing

Speer:: recognition is also extended tattle staff at AAVIM for their
invaluable contributions to the quakty of the final ponied products.
particularly to Donna Pritchett for module layout, design, and final
art work, and to George W Smith Jr for supervision of the module
prechiction process.

Robert E. Taylor
Executive Director _
The National Center tor Research in
%ideational Education

aft NUM CENTER
roe IIISEAKNIN MOTIONAL EOUCAD3N
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The OUsona Unter for fiearcli Vocational Education's mis-
sion is to increase the ability of diverse agencies. restitutions, and
organizations to solve aclitrabonal problems notating to nays:kW
career_plannimpreperation, and progression. The National Griner
fulfills its mission by:

eineratorig knowledge through research.
Developing educatonst programs and products.
Evaluating individual program needs and outaxnes.
Crowding information for nationsl_planninsiind policy
Installingeducationat programs and_probucts.
CoWeallgtnformabon systems andAtename.
Conducting leadership development arid training programs.

AA
VIFA

AMERICAN ASSOCIATION
FOR_VOCATIONAL
INSTRUCTIONAL MATERIALS
trio twison Wawa for Inetruclronal Mstenels
120 Driftmor Engineering hinter
Athens, Giorgio 30602

The Arnencon Association forN_ocatsonai instructional Matenais
(Amettgo nonprofit nation inseam.

Thematitute_ to a_cooperiamt Ova of unoversamat _colleges and
divisions of vocational and ladvacal education in Vie United Slates
and Canada to provide for excellerm in it anal metenws.

Direction is given by a reprissetiabia from tit it* tos,
provinces and WorrikineTo WWI olio *irks classify with teacher
organizabo.a, government agencies and industry.
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INTRODUCTION
Airictihol has been declared the worlds number one

drug problem by the World Health Organization. In the
United States. alcohol is involved in 50 percent of
motor vehicle fatalities: Chemical use is the third
cause of death in the tin it ed States:

An, average of 6 out of 10 high school students have
used: an illicit drug. Approximately 1 out of 3 young
people between the ages of 12 and 17 have used
marijuana. _ Depending on the definition; between
5;000 and 20.01S0 drugs are used in our country. Tele-
vision viewers are led to believe: that beer is the good -
time beverage and that there is a pill for every prob-
lem.

We are adrug-clependent nation: our young people
have, been brought up in an age of cnemical use and
abuse.

Your major responsibility as a vocational-technical
teacher is to prepare Students to be successful em-
ployees in !tie wend of work. When students are not
able to function because they are using or abusing
chemicals; they cannot be successful in the world of
work. Chemical use and abuse then becomes your
problem,

This module is designed to prepare you to deal with
students who are using chernicalsalcohol and other
drugsto an extent that their performance in the
classroom and tabciratory is .adVersely _affected. MS
miedUle will help yOu_ define your own feelings about
chernica' use. It will also give you skill in using preven-
tion and intervention techniques and in providing sup-
port reinforcement; and alternauves to students who
are struggling to recover frotn use of chemicals.

3
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ABOUT THIS MODULE

Object1vez

1ennVsa Objective: n an tefwgsituarion, on
prbkèms of ent diemècal use. 'vbx periormaixe wil be

resourcpern g the Teacner Pr-
Iofrnançe Ases me1 Fonn. pp. 57-59 (LearrWg Experl
eice V.

'nabin Obvea.
I MVec cef-g ie r4iiirect read., Tn'aVe

rlowtee of chey c and the consctations th
1i combatw al-use prof3eihs (Leam(/Tht

Afte omplëtwg the rered reag. ptan a artlafpfo
gram of ention Vnques that you ioo use in your
O vixa vria thnkpogaiTi (1eag E penal pce

Arec nptin the reqtwe eadin. cnbque the çer.
fo'narce of the teacher descrt in a given case sy
in using inteiventlOn technues (Learning &periejrice
Ill)

After cornpelng the requ-ed readiiig. crdique the '
formar.ce of the tetiers described in given case 4iies

in pdng continuing stçpcwt to recovenng d(fnts
.(Leai-ning E,permnc, IV)

Resources

A kst of the outside resources that si.çpent thoSe on
tamed wmtrttn te mOdule fotlows Check with your rurce
person (I to determine the availability and the cab of
these resources, () to locate ddiohal references in youk
occupatic,nal sp*oj, and (3) to get assistance in SethflQ up
activities with peers or observations of SkMd teachers. eu
necessary. Your resource person may 1s be cofltected it
you have any dilfrculty witt dwections or in assossing your
pogress at any time.

Learning Experience I

Optional
4 group of reers with whom you COuld discuss your
rea(tmOn$ to ivn hypOthetk*i stuationS relating to stu
dent chemical use.
rssue of the Journal of Jltkofiol and Drugs that you can
examine as possible resources for keeping up to daft

Learning Exprience II
Optional

Rferance. Simon. Sidney 8.: t4we, Leland W.; and
Kirschenbaum, Howard li*s Ctarificatson. Revised
Edition. Nw York, Ny: A8W Pubkshers. i978.
Reference: #('iowledge and Arntudea of Drug Usage:
Grades 4-12 Los Angeles. CA: Instructional Obec-
tives Exchange. 1/973
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Learning Experience 1ff
P outside 'esouces

t.ean* Experience IV

No outside resources

LeenIng Experience V

M acttal feachø'9 :,tuait1O,i in which you can combat

of student themrat use

4 resource person to assess your competency ii corn-

bating poerns of stuoei chemcal use

'Geuteral 1norrnaUon

Fot' enforination about the general orgarzaZion of each

pe%e-baaed teacher ication tPBTE) module.
'general PrPCIIdixOS for its use. and terri that is corn-

to aS the modules, see About Using the National Con-

ter's P8TE Mext on the inside baci cover For more
wó x forrrmatiori n Pow to use the modules in teacher!

Ujit tatirji progrants. you may wish to rotor to three
related dountierits:

The Sruaaiv Guide so Using P.vformance.aased Teacher
Education MaenaJs isb.Sqed tohelp onerd prewvte and
nservc. teachers and occatmonaf trainers to P8TE in gen.
oral and to irma P8TE materials.

Th Rsourc Peicn Gi,.de to Using Perf,rmanc,-8as
Telicniv Education faMnals can help prospectn. r$ourCe
persons to gumdl and assist prwvic and mnsorwee t.act*cs

and occupational l'ansrs in th, development ofprtessional
teaching comp.termcmas through use of irma PSTE i4l.11es. tt
also Vrndudes liSts ofat th moduló cioivetencms as wat as a
hsting at the sm.apPlemantaty resources and 1h addresses
wher* itmay can be obtained

The Gwd so me Sm rnt1fion of P,lorrnasxe8az.d
TeachLEdlcafion is tes.gnee toP*lp IPosi who t adrmnis

tertPi. PDTE pronram it cons/ama arnsws t mIem.nlatgon
*OI'5 possNe SokihOn' to problems. ard altatnatiws

t action



Learning Experience I
OVERVIEW

Enabling
Objective

Activity

1

Attic _completing the requVed readkig, demorwale lcnowledge of chemical use
and the -consideratkins klvcived in con-bring chemical-use problems.

You wdl t* reading the information sheet. The Problem at Cherical Use. pp.
6-16.

You may_ wish to rev -air several given hypothetical tuaftlts relabrig to stude.nt
Opticinal theftcal use and to cortider Now you would react to each situation: You may
Activity also wisti to meet with a group of peers to discuss your individual reactions to/he

2 situations.

/Optional You may wish to examine issues of the Journal of Atonal and Drugs as a
Vcctiv:ty posi,:ble resource to use in keeping up to date with the problorn al chemical use.

3

Aft

You will be demonstrating knciw1 -e11120 Of -chemical use and tt* conWeratkxis of
combating chernical-use probFerriS by completing the Self- Cute. pp. 113-20.

You will be evalu_ating your cisitipetency by comparing your cxxnpleted
Check with the %Wel Answers, pp. 21-22.

5



Actaaty
111 For alfOnnalX,(1 on dyemit7alsarta Mlntc..ckc nrse. tuns., _nlvj ytytr

handing problems of chemical use, read the following information sl.ieet.

THE PROBLEM OF CHEMICAL USE

The problem of chemical use receives considerable
attention from marry quarters. Magazine and news-
PaPer articFes Wad the international drug traffic_ Na-
tional safety organizatkiris run ad campaigns portray-
ing the danger of drinkiee arid driving. The television
news announces the detaii of narcotic raids and at-
rest:

On top of mat, you can Ov- ethear parents soclal_
gatherings ChSCIISSIng the possibility that their -ctiikken
may be using drugs ar drinking alcolval. You irkiht go
to a party where: in ackion to the usual menu of
alcohol; marauana is passed around: For that matter,
in some places, you can see people_ smoking
marijuana on the streets and in the perkarid in
school.

The problem seems to be that many people around
us are using chernicalt Of one kind or another. They
appear to be using_ them in different Ways, undo od=
ferent circumstances, and for different purposes. YOU
have almost certainly seen eviderxae oP the in the
media. You may very well have seen it yourself.

Whet Are Chemicals?
People, in_gerieral, use a wl0e range of chemical

substances. These inclUde preScription drugs (e.g.. an
antibiotic for a cold) and over-the-to-tinter terhedieS fOr
many common ailments. Coffee and cigarettes are all
around us. People drink many alcoholic beverages
liquor, beer, wine, and so On

Cannabis and its derivatives (eo , mariparGa, hash-
ish: hash oil) are widely used. Cocaine: the rich man's
pleasure: Is eipensive but fashionable in some dr-

BartaturateS, amphetamines; hallucinogens;
ofriiin. heroin, and many other drugs all figure in the
list

Our concern; of course ; does not cover those drugs
that are used, as &tided. tor legitimate medical pur-
poses Nor e0eS it include taaffee and cigarettes.
Harmful or not, coffee is not c-ceriericiiily seen as
deadly menace in the vocational laboratory, and smok-
ing is probably alreadiy prohibited in the lab.

Our concern does, however, cover alcohol and the
numerous illegal substances that are usually aitt
called drugs: It also covers the misuse of prescribed or
patent medicines (e.g.; tranquilizers; diet pills):

6

These cherniCa---=-alc011oi and other dragsbring
ablaut an altered state of Can9ZiatiV*.% in the user.
Most people are larniker with at teat one altered state
of oorsaousness--daydreaming. When you are day=
&earning; .your consciousnessyour mind, your
attention --is elsewhere. Similar things can happen to
you where_ yatiairearn; sleepwalk, get eery dizzy, or
hold_wer breath a for tithe. They can also happen
when you are drunk, starved, or high

Ari meted _State of consciousness can be perfectly
harmless and even fiai. If you are sitting quietly in raw
armchair, daydreaming atiout takiag an island cruise
or being a Broadway star, there is probably rib harm
done: When you were a child, did you ever slat around
in circles until you couldn't stand up? If you did, you
PrOOatite thought that was perfectly acceptable: For
that Matter, Mehy_people feel that taking a drink or
smoking; pint in the privacy Of the home is perfectly
acceptable.

attatad state -ca consciousness can be very
dangerous, hOWieVer. Pecipie -gefierally agree that it is
dangerouS to drink and drive. Your doctor might spa-
rafraity warn you never to drive when you take a
particular prescription medicine. An altered state of
consciousness carries risk whenever the user might
need to diaritentrate his or her mind and attention
which, in the altered state; may be difficult or impossi-
ble.

For that reason; chemicals that indace an altered
state of COnsoousnessaliaohol aid tither drugs
can be quite dangerous in the -classroom or laboratory,
Your students wora_ with tools, equipment. and
machinery that derhand concentration arid careful at-
tention. One moment's inattention, rit..tes Wandering-
Mind; can cause serious injury to students and ruin
expensive equipment.

Furthermore. students are less likely--oerhaps
unableto learn and perform successfully in the
deaSt66ili or lab if their consciousness is altered. With
their minds and Mention ebewhere; how can they
possibly_ devote their energy to absorbing the villa
technical content of your mtucattienal area? How car:
they gain the knowledge and skills you are attempting
to proViraa if they are busy building castles in the air?
For that manor; how will an employer react to workers
with mated states of consciousness?

410



Who Uses Chemidals?
Many people have a sterecitypical idea of who uses

chemicals. Acco TtliTig to tfas stereotype, chemical
users are winos and vegrarals the alcoholic house-
wife; hippies smoking marijuana and popping pills,
and marginal underworld types stealing car radios to
finance their heroin habits. The stereotypical -chemical
user is someone on the_fringet of SeCietysomeonie
from .a -bad background," from the other side of town.
from a different social group entirely

However, this stereotypical _picture of chemical
users is false. There is no one set of people most hke4f
to use chemicals. There is no particular background;
side of town, or social group that makes a. person more
or less likely to become a user Rather; altainas of
people with all kinds of backgrounds, from all parts of
town and society use chemicals.

The fact that anyorte can use chemicals means that
any 0 your students might be using thernAcio. You are
not sate in assuming that StUcWnts from Well-te.do
kviang. and cenceaWed fames are iallaine to the
temptation of using crrernicals. Media coverage of
chemical-use problems ctwitains a common refrain.
Parents say over and over again; "But. I've worked so
hard to give my chAren everything-1°ms_ aelention,
support; all the advantages that I can afford. Why
would they want to use drugs?"

By the same token; there is no justification for as-
suming that students from lower-income or minority
families we using chemicals. They may be using
them, but then again they may not. If you juN look
around, you, you will surely see countless people in
these categories who do not use chemicals; never
have, and never will.

You should alWays remember, as you deal with the
problem of chemical use, that any of your students
could be using chemicals. The young black man from

7

an inner=city Oen°, the young White woman from a
quiet rural area, the student whew family is the
most prominent in tow" the rrklaife career changer
who is training for a new occupational of these and
any others could be using chemicals. Not one of them
is any more likely than any of the othert to be a user:
Perhaps none Of them use chemicals, or perhaps ali of
them do.

Why Do People Use Chemicals?
Different people; of course; may use chemicals for

different reasons. Many people_ use them; in the 'first
place, simply because they enjoy having an attWed
state Of ,consciousness. This reason is not really too
ctifficullt to Uniltrotand within reason. After all, who
doesn't enjoy daydreaming?

There is a point, hOwever, at which the enjoyment of
an altered . state of conuti-usivess does not &calk* as a
reason for oPernicai Use. Anyone who has ever had
we drink too many, talon heavy sedation on doctor'e
orders; or even awakened in a cold sweat from a
nightmare know' that an altered state of coriadous-
ness can also cause pain and terror. What could cause
paopiejo use Chemicals in spite of those POINitiVti
effects?

Pressure can cause many people to use ,chernicabi.
Many Of your stucWitti for exarrip*, may use therni.
cats because of peer pressure . Whims weed to be
ac-cepted by ?Mose MUM' them. The need for accep-
tance by peers is perhaps strongest during the teen.
age years and young adulthood. Many of your
dents we probably in this Stag- Meer Wes.

Given the strong need for peer acceptance
these years; students may be led into chemical ki0 in
order to be accepted _by their peers. In_btatit ds
ski:Iona Who probably wouldn't even think O using
cherhicall on their own might do so because their
friends do end mot tram to.



°tree external pressures can aloaffect St-Uichts
use of chemicals These pressures may come from
society at large How often have you seen television
commercials portraying beer as the favorite drink of
athletes. How often have you seen magazine articlee
advocating a pill_ for every ailment under the sun?

'Tired"' -Constipated? Headache? Runny nose? Try
one of These' I

Students may also_be affected by pressures from
family friends employers, nameless strangers. or
movie stars The use of chemicals: form_in one for or
another, is accepted and even prometed by mart?

SeIf imposen. internal preSsures can also play a
part in chemical use Some students may be_soeager
to succeed in your vocetionalprogram that they take
amperitarnines to stay up an night studying for a test
Others may be eager to please parents or teachers by
done well or may be motivated by a competitive spirit
to outdo their peers StudentS iiiey be struggling to
work part- or full-time while in tweiritel

Trieee and -other setterneieeed pressures may lead
et Lea sree to usq.,ht.rnii.:e is The :chemical may function
is of,: enprij,2-er _for some SWO NOS. :cOUrtteracting

r-nr ot h -r- 'he clef, meal provides n escape
from the etress or tension caused by such pre:See-sr-0S

Row Are Chemicals Used?
As steed previously. there are as many cOerent

ways of (Noe .00tiicAIS as there are peope' using
teem This person drinie; rarely- and only at paays.
thet person ills and smokes a joint the first thing
every 'morning One person takes amphetamines for
'" "' (Nnori3Y 'orniQc;neplso snorts cocaine to escape

frnrn an unpleasant reality Some people only want to
ell a mild effect others want as exaggerated an effect

poeeible

Irt share there is no stereotypical pattern of use. just
as there is no stereotypical user. There is not; at the
time of this writertg,_ any Corisit--,..tent ea-Avie.e that e-xpe-e-e-
imenting with chemical use leads to dependency
Many people experiment with various chemicals but
never progress to regular use. In spite col this. howeVer,
many pecple do become dependent on one chemical
or another. How can this happenhow does ex-
perimentation become dependency?

Experimentaboit. The first stage in the use of
chemicals_ is experimentation. Students might be
prompted to experiment with chemicals for a number
of different reasons. Curiosity, peer pressure. the sim-
ple desire to feel good or to escape _problems; and
easy access to chemicals can all lead tb teyog them
out that first time, in addition. the example of chemical
use that is set in our society may lead students to feel
relatively safe in experimenting.

In the experimentation stage, the use of the theitii=
tail it usually positiveor at least not negative. The
student can usually_ achieve, eventually if not at first.
the desired_ effect of feeling good. Given this positive
effect, the student may come to trust the chemical and
feel comfortable with its use.

Many ttudents. of course_ may never get beyond
the experimentation stage They may have taken a
drink or two. smoked marijuana a couple of times. or
popped a few pals, and decided they didn t care for the
experience very much. They may have had a negativi;-e
experience with experimentation, with unpleasant
physical or psychological side effects For whatever
rea&on, many students discontinue chemical use atter
expeementing a time or two.

Use. Not all students; however, stop with experi-
menting. Some students go on to regular use of Olen?.
rciii using the chemical. more and more frequently
They may begin to value the effett the thenii-cal pro-
duces and look forward to using the cherniCal

to the use S--liaae, the Ct00Trical taseal4 fernarrrs as-
sociated with good timesfriends, parties. celebra-
tions. freedom from responsibility and stress. The et:
feet of the chemical is still positive overall and. Mut.
reinforces studonN. positive feelings toward it. In this
Stage. the use of the chemical eioes not generally
interfere with students normal functioning

Just as many students never get_ beyond eie
periMentation. many never go beyond use. They may
use chernitals for years without your ever knowing it
Such students are like social_ drinkers, who dent only
in what they consider to be appropriate circum-
stances: Students may, in fact, stay in thiS stage of use
forever

Abuse. On the other hand, some students do go on
to the next sCiale of chemical useabuse In this
stage; the chemical assumes greater and Tomer
partahce in the student's life. It is used more frequently

8 10



and. DfIen, in larger doses as the students tolerance to
the drug increases and its effect of altering the con-
sciousness decreases. As frequency and dosage in-
crease; the chemical may begin to interfere with nor-
mal functioning.

Furthermore; students in this stage of chemical use
may begin to alter their life-styles in order to pe.com7
modate the increased use of th_e_chernical. Students
penormance. behavior. and attitudes may change.
Students may even begin to notice harmful conse-
quences of use but disregard them in favor of con-
tinued -mouse

When students peeformance, behavior, and atti-
tudes begin to show a change, they are likely to re-
ceive negative feedback from others. Family,
teachers. or peers, for instance; may react negatively
to this change. This negative feedback can then cause
further change_reludents may become hostile toward
others and defiant of autherity.

Also, as stud its receive negative feedback and
react with hostility and_defiance. they may experience
considerable stress._ This stress can lead to even
nteatet abuse. Use of the chemical is less and less for
g_Jod times in e pleasurable context. Instead, the
chemical comes to be used in a negative context, as
an escape from an increasingly unpleasarit reality

1:Yependency. Although, again, many students
k never progress beyond abuse, some do go into the
r final stage of chemical usedependency In this

stage. students become dependent on hateltual, re-
peated use of the chemic A. Craving for the chemical
9')ay be continuous; even if unpleasurable effects re-
sult from its use. The chem,,cal generally becomes the
most important part of life for these who are depen-
dent.

Dependency can be either phys4cal Or psychOleee
ical Commonly called addiction. it is characterized by
greatly ircreased_ physical tolerance to the chemical
and strong physicie withdrawal symptoms in its ab-
sence. A dependent user may be totally preoccupied
with the chemical and its effects and may behave
irrationally and inappropriately.

Thus, when students are dependent on a chemical;
they experience an overwhelming physical _andior
psychological steed for it. All other aspects of We can
become subordinate to it. The desireto obtain and use
the chemical may completely disrupt normal furietion-

A vicious behavioratcirclestudent receives nega-
tive feedback, haS hostile reaction, experiences
stress, and turns to use even more stronglycan also
occur in dependency. If anything. students are more
likely to receive negative feedback from others who
care about them:

The risk involved; This progression of chemical
use is not, of course; carved in 'stone..Many students;
having experimented; stop at one_ stage or _another
without ever going any further. The user does not
necessarily beCome an abuser; for example. Other
factors can come into playstudents' own values,
personal expectations. past experience. present situa-
tion; and so on:

There is, however, an undeniable risk involved. Al-
though experimentation does not alwaysor even
oftenlead to dependency, every case of depen-
dency does; in fact; begin with experimentation.
Hence; those that experiment should beware. They
may be getting more than they t3rgained for.

There is further risk; also; in the vocationaleechnical
classroom ortab If a student is under the influence of
chemicals. Whether _alcohol or_ other drugs, in your
classropm or tab, 41 desn't me!!er wrech va: use
the student is in. The student can be just as danger-
ous, to him herself and to others, regardless of
whetner this is the very first attempt at experimenta-
tion or the practiced habit of dependency. Use of chem-
icals; no matter what stage; becomes your concern.

There may be a risk involved to students' futures in
the world of work as well: This is especially true if
students have a legal record of arrest or conviction for
alcohol- or drug-related offenses. Many employers are
less likely to hire someone with such a record. Even
more important is that in many states, such a record
can .disqualify an applicant for licensure or certification
in some occupate S. Health care occupations (e.g.;
registered nurse; licensed practical -nurse) are one
example,



What Are the Symptoms?
The symptoms of chemical use are easy to observe.

You have probably. at some point, seen someone who
is drunk. You could probably sit down and write a list of
symptoms of drunkenness--slurred speech, exag-
gerated and uncontrolled movement, vision problems
(e=g.: seeing double), nausea: and so on. Also; many
people undergo changes in their behavior when they
are drunk. The timid person may become filled with
bravado. the stoic type may break into tears, the seri-
ous thinker may giggle incessantly

None of the simptoms of drunkenness presented
above can be taken to mean-necessarilydrunk-
enness. Any or all of those symptoms could indicate
something else entirely. Your speech might be slurred
because you just went to the dentist and the a.nestheaic
hasn't worn off yet. You could be nauseous because
ou ate something that disagreed with you for lunch.
You might become unexpectedly filled with bravado
because a thrilling speaker stirred you with visions of
the future.

The same is true of almost all_the symptoms of
chemical use. In general, the symptoms are common
physical or behavioral phenomena. Individually, they
mean nothing. Together, they may mean that the stu-
dent exhibiting them is using chemicals. With this con-
sideration firmly in mind: the following are symptoms
of possible chemical use:

Poor performance
Deterioration in performance
Falling asleep in class
Impulsive behavior
Resentment of authority and rules
Aggressiveness toward peers
Withdrawal from peers
Leaving class often
Frequent restroom breaks

ik Tardiness
increased illness
Increased absence, especially near weekends
Patterned absence (e.g., every Monday)
Lethargy
Hien emotional level le g.. frustration, anxiety.
anger)
Impatience
Apathy
Negative personality change
Dropping out of extracurricular activities
Increase in accidents and injuries
Obvious physical signs (e.g.; bloodshot eyes, di-
lated pupils. slurred speech, nausea, sleepiness,
poor motor control and coordination, hyperactiv-
ity, runny nose, constant appetite or lack of appe-
tite)

Obviously, not every student who performs poorly in
your classroom or lab will be using chemicals. You
should know perfectly well from your own experience

that any student can perform poorly. at least now and
then. Some students, in fact, perform poorly all the
time. The symptoms in .11-tis list indicate possible chem-
ical use only when they represent an overall change
or pattern in student performance and behavior. Only
then are these possible syrriptorns reliable.

Why is this matter of reliability so important? As-
sume, for a moment, that one of your students is the
son of your department chairperson: Assume also that
you observe this young man falling-asleep in class one
day. That's allyou just saw him fall asleep one day.
Do you want to be the one to rush to the chairperson
With the news, based on this slim evidence; that her
Son is a doper? While this example may be somewhat
exaggerated; it illustrates a point that chemical use-
is a serious matter and one that you would not treat:
casually.

What Are the Effects?
The particular danger of chemical use in the

vocational-technical classroom or lab arises from the
effects of chemical use. When students use chemicalS
that induce an altcied state of consciousness, things
happen to them physically and mentally. Having used
the chemical, the student becomes drunk or stoned or
up (exhilarated) or down (depressed) or whatever
Each chemical causes its own particular state of al-
tered consciousness: These effects of chemical use
have implications for safety; both in occupational train-
ing and in the world of v..nrk.

In an altered state of consciousness, students' at-
tention is. frankly, elsewhere. They may have a differ-
ent sense of timeyour block of related instruction
might drift slowly by them or pass in a wink. Their
attention is wherever their conscusness is. Hence,
concentration on the task at hand in the classroom or
lab becomes less likely and more difficult for students
under tne influence of chemicals. -__.--
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Some of the specific effects of this altered state of
consciousness may be physical in nature. Students
may experience problems with vision_ (e.g., altered
depth perception, double vision, poor color distrimina=
tion, hallucinations). They may also have slurred
speech. impaired reflexes, or nausea. They may be
nonresponsive, fall asleep, or even pass out. Any one
or more of the symptoms presented previously could
show up as an effect of chemical use:

These physical effects could causegreat difficulties
for the individual student; of course. In the classroom
or lab or in the world of woi.k, performance could be
drastically_impaired. If depth perception is affected by
the use of chemicals, the student might walk into a
piece of equipment or trip and fall using a ladder.
Impaired reflexes and motor coordination could pre-
sent great dangers_ in operating machinery. Slurred
speech could impede communication with super-
visors: co-workers; or the general public.

Other specific effects of the altered state of con-
sciousness could be behavioral. Operating under the
influence of chemicals, students may have inappro-
priate emotional reactions (e.g.; frustration; anger
hypersensitivity) to situations or events. They might
experience abrupt or extreme mood changeshappy
one minute, sad or depressed the next. lellby may
suffer from impaired judgment or delusions.

What Can You Do?

Such behavioral effects could; again, cause serious
difficulties for the individual in the lab or classroom or in
the world of work. A student with impaired judgment
might decide that it is not necessary to observe sten=
dard safety procedures, which could cause serious
injury to him/herself and others.

A retail clerk might respond inappropriately to a
demanding customer by betoMing angry and rude,
thereby losing a sale and endangering customer rela-
tions. A worker whose mood fluctuates constantly
may, as a result, have very poor interpersonal rela-
tions with peers and supervisors.

Long -term chemical use produces the same effects,
intensified, sustained, and reinforced over time. Thus,
long-term physical and behavioral effects of chemical
use have the same implications for performance in the
classroom; lab, or world of work.

These effects also present the same kinds of safety
problems. As reflexes and motor coordination become
more and more impaired over time, for example, the
risk of serious accident or injury increases propor-
tionately. If mood flUthiation becomes more extreme
and pronounced. the worker's relationships with peers
and supervisors may deteriorate to the point of job
termination.

Given that student use of chemicals can be a seei=
ous problem in your classroom or lab, what can you do
about it? In all probability, you are not a trained coun-
selor in alcohol and drug abuse. You _probably don't
have the medical background to pinpoint specific
symptoms of the use of specific chemicz. is. Nor; prob-
ably; do you want to devote limited instructional time to
combating the problem of chemical use.

Yet, you do have the responsibility of ensuring that
learning can occur safely and efficiently in your Clatt=
room or lab. We 1-iVe established that students in an
altered state of consciousness may not be able to
learn either safely or efficiently in your program. Thus,
part of your responsibility for ensuring safe and effi-
cient learning involves handling the problem of student
chemical use.

Realisticaly, your role in combating the problem of
chemical use is a simple one: You should be a link
between students who need help and the sources of
that help. As such; you do not have the sole responsi-
bility_ for helping students who have chemicakiSe
problems. You are, in fact, only the first link in what
could be a longchain leading to help for your students.
Hence, your specific responsibilities for handling the
problem of student chemical use; although vital; are
limited.

You _will not be expected, for instance, tb be a
watchdog of your students' private habits and doings.
You are concerned with chemical use as it affects your
students, their performance, and their safety in your
classroom or lab.

This does not mean, however, that what happens
outside the four walls of your classroom or lab is none
of your businessquite the contrary. If a student
smokes a joint on the way to school in the morning,
that student's performance and safety maybe no leSS
affected than if the joint were smoked right in front of
you.

For that matter, you should be concerned with Stii=
dent use of chemicals as it affect8 their performance in
your overall program. If your students are placed into
cooperative work settings, you should be concerned if
they have begun to show up for work hung over

Or, if a student abusing chemicals has a personality
change for the worse, becoming_generally frustrated
and resentful of authority, you should be concerned
about that student's prospects for getting a job. None
of this, however, means that you should go around
investigating what your studentt dti on Saturday night.
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Nor will you be expected to be able to look at a
student and come up with an immediate diagnosis of
specific chemical use. In other words; you don't need
to be able to look at a student and say, 'Ma! I see from
the extent that your pupils are dilated that you've had
two hits of speed within the last three hours." As stated
previously, you probably have neither the training nor
expertise to tell what specific chemical a student might
have taken.

Finally, you will not be expected to offer treatment to
students who need help with chemical-use problems:
This, again, is probably outside your area of expertise.
You are not supposed to psychoanalyze your stu-
dents; detoxify them; or personally reform their errat.
ways.

What you can do; however, is simply to act as the
link between students and sources of help. You can do
this effectively and efficiently by taking action in the

ways:

Use prevention techniquesYou can set
standards for behavior in your own program and

How Can You Prepare?

enforce those standards. You can provide infor-_
mation about chemical use to your students and
keep the linet of communication open._ Finally,
you can help your students self-assess and dis-
cover alternatives to chemical use:
Use intervention techniquesYou can, _first,
identify students displaying persistent symptoms
of chemical use. You can then intervene to refer
students to the help they needi
Provide continuing supportFor students
who _are recovering from chemical use, you can
create a nonthreatening environment. You can
meet their needs in your own instructional pro-
gram: Finally, you can help make the community
aware of chemical-use problems.

Before you are ready to take action in this manner,
however. you probably need to do some preparation,
Handling the problem of chemical use can be delicate.
Therefore; you need; first of all; to ensure that you are
fully equipped for your role in _handling problems of
chemical use among your students.

If you are going to act intelligently. effectively, and
legally to combat the problem of chemical use, you
need to have a solid base of _accurate; up-to-date
information. You _shoukt gather information on

ochemical-use problems as they occur in your own
community. and you should review the policy of your
school or college for handling such chemical-use prob-
lems: You may also need to identify local resources for
handling this probiem and the legal implications of
acting in your local situation.

Furthermore, you may need to evaluate your own
use of chemicals and your attitudes_toward such use.
Finally; you should determine local attitudes toward
chemical use and toward your responsibility for han-
dling this problemm.

Gather Information
The first step in your preparation should consist of

gathering relevant information. The itifcieniatX:in you
gather shOUld be reliable above all else. It would
otoogoly_t161 be appropriate, for example, to ask the
attendant at your local gas station what kinds of chem-
itals the young people in your community use. Nor
would it be wise to rely on a colleague's memory
concerning school or institutional policy for handling
chemical-use problems. Your information must also
be accurate; your colleague's memory may not al-
ways be accurate.

Local chemitakite 0tObWriit. Information on the
kihdt of thernicakitt Drobterns that commonly mar

in your own school or community may be of great use
to you. You need to know if there are any specific
chemicals that are popular with students at present, or
whether a number of different chemicals are com-
monly used. You should also determine whether there
are any specific symptoms; physical or behavioral,
associated with the chemicals used locally.

You shOUld be able to obtain this information by
talking to knowledgeable people in your school or
community. You might contact the nurse or other ciaa--
died medical personnel in your school or college. Per-
sons working at a community drug crisis center may
be able to inform you about the local situation. Finally.
many local police departments maintain a drug infor-
mation unit of some kind.

You should also keep your ear to the ground. so to
speak, in your own school or college. While it may be
neither necessary nor advisable simply to ask
teachers or students about chemical-use problems;
you might hear a lot of information if you just listen. You
could pay attention to the conversations in the faculty
lounge. You could also_ Wen to student's conversa-
tions in the _halls, the cafeteria, the student lounge, or
your own classroom.

tt would alto be helpf_Ul for you to krioW some com-
mon street_ names of drugs. especially thote drugs
that might be in ci)mnnon use among your own stu-
dents. Student oanversations and remarks you over-
hear woulct again; be an excellent source of this in-
formation: Sample 1 lists many such street names for
common drugs.
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SAMPLE 1

STREET NAMES OF COMMON DRUGS

Amphetamines:

Bearit; Ninnies; Black Beauties; Black Birds; Black
M0 Wet, &Able Bees; Cart Wheelt; Chalk; Chicken
Powder. Cci;PilOtt, Crank, Cr OttrOadt. Crystal Dex-
ies, Double Cross, Eye Openers, Hearts, Jelly %anS,
Lid Poppers, Lightning, Meth, Mini-aenniese, Nuggets,
Oranges; Pep Pills; Speed; Roses, Thrusters, Turn-
abouts; Uppers; Ups; Wake-Ups; Whites

Barbiturates:

Barbs, Black MAWS; _Blue Birds; Blue Denies; Blue
Heavens, Blues, Candy Christmas Trees, 1,0WrWerS;
Downs, _avof Balls,_ Green Dragons, Marshmalkow
Reds; Mexican Reds, Nimbies. Peanuts. Phennies,
Pink Ladies; Pinks; Rainbows; Red and Blues, Red
Birds; Red Herils; Reds; Sleeping Pills; Stumbles; Yel-
low Jackets; Yellows

Heroin:

Big H. Boy. Brown, Brown Sugar, Cabatto, China,
Chinese Red; Crap; Boogie; H. Harry Horse. Joy
Powder, Junk. Mexican Mud; Powder, Scag; Scat;
Smack; Snow; Shift Thiiiig

11.
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LSD:

Acid, Beast, Big D, Blue Cheer. Blue Heaven- Blue
Mist; Brown Dots. Cakes, California Sunshine, Cho-c0=
late_ Chips._ Coffee; Contact Lens; Cupcakes. Haze,
MOO* Yellio-Ws; _Orange Mushrooms; Orange Sun-
shine, Orange VrdjeS; Paper_ Add; _Purple Hate;
Royal Blue,, Sager, Strawtotirry ROM Sunshine. The
Hawk, Trip, VireitIges White Lightrithg. Wirido Pere;
Yellow

Marijuana:

Acapacio Bibb:Olt._ Busk_ Dry High; Gage;
Gangs, Grass, Gnfio,_ Hag 1-WrilO, Herb;; J; Jane, Loco
Weed, Mary Jam Moto, Watt_ PariaMa Red, Pot
Reefers. Satins, Smoke. Stick, VWxf

Policy It is absolutely essential that you find out
whether your institution has a set policy for combating
-ch@mical-use proNems. It your school or college does
have such Oolicy written or otherwise; you must
review it carefully, ensuring that you uricrerstand every
portion of it However, even if you find no written Policy
you should a ways talk with an administrator in_your
institution and determine what guidelines there might
be for your action.

The poliq fir harKtliryg ctemtal-use prciblems may
spell out in great detail; your own role. It might give
you great leeway in dealing with students drectty
when you identify a possible chemical -use problem:

On the other hand. the policy might require you not
to ta*e any action yourself; in some institutions. indi-
VidtiM instructors_ are required to refer all possible
CIVehicar-Ute Prot ems to more qualified personnel
for action. As you revew your to-cal ookcy you thbikl
make careful note of the role assigned to_youwhiW
you can do: what you must do: what you must not do.



The p(.. Thy will also very likely outline any groups the
institution nas identified to handle problems in this
area There may be a drug action task force to heti: you
or to act in your place. A specific administrator or other
trained professional (e.g. the school nurse) may be
named coordinator of information and efforts in this
area

Community resources may be identifiedagencies
or persons to whom you can refer students with
chemical-use problems: sources of information for you
and your students: personnel who could give presen-
tation. to you. other staff. or students on chemical-use
proble.:n1.5.

Finally. institutional policy may spell OUI student
rights 111 this area that you must respect. For example.
the policy may state that students have the right to
have a witness presentperhaps parents or
guardians at conference on possible chemical-
use_ problems Or. students may have d specified right
to documentation of symptoms you might have ob_-
served or of helpirdg conferences you might have held.
Students legal rights to privacy of information may
also be repeated in your local policy.

_Legal implications, Chemical use is closely_regu-
late.d in our society. Use of alcohol is generally re-
stricted to those over a certain age-18 in some
states. 21 in others, for example. Use or even posses-
sion of many chemical substances is illegal in almost
all states. Likewise. acting to combat the problem of
chemical use can have legal implications.

Your students have certain rights, for instance. to
due pi ocess. This may mean that it would be illegal
for you to search a student's_ person, possessions. or
10(1..er for illegal chemical substances, no matter how
strongly you might suspect the student of illegal pos-
session and use. For that matter, it would probably be
best for you to take your suspicions to an administrator
in your school or college. He or she could then decide
What_course e action would be best. including contact
with local law enforcement agencies.

Likewise. in some states. you might be assuming
legal liability by giving emergency medical treatment
to a student who suffers a drug overdose. Or. you
could conceivably become an accessory to a crime if
you have specific knowledge of possession of an il-
legal chemical and do not report your knowledge:
Also. some states have their own laws _defining stu-
dent rights to privacy or confidentiality of information.
You could_ violate such legal rights by sharing informa-
tior about student chemical use indiscreetly.

Consequently. you must familiarize yourself with
state and local laws relating to possession and use of
chemical substances and to actions that you might
take in handling the problem of chemical use. You
might begin by talking to an administrator in your own
school. He or she may be able to supply the informz-
tion or refer you to a reliable source.

You could also contact the drug information unit of
your local law enforcement agency to obtain this in-
formation. Other sources might be your state depart-
ment of education, legal °Ricers or advisors for your
own institution or district, or the lOcal district attorney's
office. Regardless of which source you consult, you
must have this information to ensure that you act
legally,

Local resources. Depending on the specific_ re-
sponsibilities assigned to you by your school policy.
you may need information on local reources for han-
dling chemical-use problems: You may need. for
example, to identify agencies and persons to whom
you could refer students for help with chemical.tuse
problems. You may need to know row to get
emergency medical assistance quickly. in the case of a
possible student overdose.

In addition, you may want to know where to get
brochures or otner materials on chemical upe and its
associated problems. You may want to identify a
speaker to address your students on the topic. Thus.
you should determine what resources are available in
your own school or community. You can do this as you
contact the personnel or agencies listed previously.

Keeping up to date. A final consideration in gather-
ing_informaWn is that you must keep your information
up to date. The chemicals that students commonly_use
may change. Your institution's policy_ tor handling
chemical-use problems may change, Your school or
community may develop new resources for handling
the problems. Legislative bodies may pass new laws
governing possession and use or your actions incom-
bating the problem of chemical use.

Thus. you should stay in periodic contact with your
sources of information. You can also simply pay atten-
tion lo media _coverage_ of chemical use. associated
problems. and related developments. New state drug
laws would probably be deScribL=.d in your newspaper
and on the television news. A new drug treatment
facility would likely receive publicity in the community.
For that matter. student or faculty conversations you
overhear in your building may tell you a lot about new
trends in focal chemical use.
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Evaluate Yourself
There it one thing you must have if SOU** to***

successfully with your students to handle the prob*m
of chemicalusecredibillty. What you say must be
believable, and it must be consistent with what you do.
Why is this so?

many or most of your students are probably teen=
agers and young adults. These young mop* some
times have a skeptical attitude toward their elders.
What you need to do, consequently, is to convince
your students that what you do and say about chemi-
cal use is in their own best interests. You must present

consistent, believable approach to the subject Of
chemical use in both word and action. This approach
must be objectrvebased on _accurate, up=to=daW
information. And it must apply across-the-boardto
you as welt as to your students;

To ensure that your approach to the subject of dem=
ical use fulfills these two requirements ,_you should first
consider your own use of chemicals: Then; you should
consider your attitudes toward such use. Finally, you
should determine whether your use and your attitudes
Match.

Your own use. You can evaluate your own use of
thernicalt quickly and ihforMallyi in the privacy of your
own wing room. All you_ need _to do is ask yourself

simple questions: What chemicals do you use?
How often doyou use them? How do you use thern7-
for tom for escape; for medical purposes on a doctor's
orders?

Are_you dependent on_them? In other words, would
you have a strong reaction, physically or psycholog-
ically: if you stopped using them all of a sudden? Do
you ever attempt to perform your dubes as a teacher
*hie uncer the influence chemicals?

As you consider your own use of chemical& you
would probably do best to incluce a Very Wide range of
chemicals in your consicLerations. You should inch *
such things as o3ffee and cfprettes, presa;:ition
drugs. and over-the-counter remedies. Although we
stated previously that student use of these chemicals
is not our concern; it would be advisable for you to
include them in your self-evaluation because your use
Of them tiot.s fOrtri a part of your overall apps i%.th to
chemical use.

How can we reconcile this seeming contrack-
tionnot being Concerned abotit student use ell_these
particular chwrnicats, yet Wing concerned atioui your
use of them? The answer relates to your credibility and
the consistercy of your appn3ach. What you say
needs to be consistent with what you do and must
apply to you as well as to your students.
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Picture, for a moment; this situation. A student of
yours asks one day why there is all thit hitt abOUt
students using chc=iticals such as marijuana._ Why
worry atiout stucrents becoming dependent on demi-
cats when students can see teachers racing for the
lounge between lasses for a cup of coffee or a
cigarette? if you are one of those teachers racing for
the klunge between classes; what will your answer
be?

Or for that matter assume that an automotive repair
instructor is talking informally to some of his/her stu-
dents thout ahem cal use and the fact that it can affect
workers_ pedormance on the iob. lane of the students
ungracefully puts te instructor on the got by cointiry
out a totters:me fact. A person can visit Joe's Tavern
every night and meet all the mechanics from the local
garage Yet these mechanics remain employed at the
garage. What should the instructor respond?

There is an appropriate answer for each question.
First, there is every difference in the world between
coffee and cigarettes on the one hand, Marijuana and
aicona on the Other. ColWe and cigarettes do not alter
your consciousnea; aicona and marijuana cb. Ele-
cam) they do, using them can be dangerous, either in
the lab or on the job.

There is no cWriying that dependency on any one of
Use bur cterre:als may be the same, in some re-
spec t& But their use and the effects of their use are
vastly different and Should be approached differend
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Second, there is a _world of difference between
mechanics who drink at night and students who come
to your lab under the influence of chemicals. What
those mechanics do on their own time is their own
businessunless it affects their work:

If the mechanics can drink every night and still show
up for work in the morning sober, not hung over, and
able to operate at peak efficiency, then more power to
them. You could, however; point out to students that it
is unlikely that those mechanics are actually able to
operate at peak efficiency when they have been drink-
ing heavily the night before.

Your own attitudes. Your attitudes toward chemical
use are simply your own private feelings about
whether using chemicals is gcicid or bad. You can
evaluate your own attitudes tcvvard chemical use by
simply considering how you feel about ung_tlhe dif-
ferent kinds of chemicals we have been discussing:
Do you feel that using chemicals is a good thing or a
bad thing? Or, do you feel that it doesn't really matter?
Are the people who use them gO6d or bad or some-
where in between?

Once you have become consciously aware of your
own attitudes, you should determine whether they are
consistent with your overall approach to chemical use;
in both word and action. Do you live tp to your own
attitudes; or do you allow yourself to dc, thinjs that you
condemn other people for? Are your ahitudes consis-
tent, or do you feelthat what is okay for teachers is not
okay for students?

You should also determine whether your attitudes
are founded_ on a solid base of accurate; up-to -date
information. You might be of the opinion; for instance;
that using marijuana is bad because it inevitably Wads
to the use of hard drugs -opium and heroin, for
example: This attitude is not founded on a solid base of
information. There is no consistent evidence that use
of marijuana leads to use of hard dnigs;

Some of your students will probably be well enough
informed to know this: Others may have direct per-
sonal experience that contradicts your attitude: They
may use marijuana themselves and know perfectly
we that they have never been even tempted to shoot
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heroin. Consequently, if you broadcast this kind of
attitude to your students, you are likely to lose your
audience because they know better.

If you should find that your attitudes are not consis-
tent or not based on accurate; up-to-date information;
you may have a problem. You run-the risk of losing
your credibility with your students. Should that be the
case, you should make an honest attempt to seek new
information on which to base your attitudes.

In the_meantime; however; you should ensure that
your actions in handling the problem of ttudent chem-
ical use are appropriate. You should not interact with
your students on the basis of your attitudes bUt on the
basis of objective, cold facts.

Determine Local Attitudes
The information you might need on local attitudes

does not need to be a sophisticated. random-sampling
survey_ with data analystsfar from it All that_ you
need is a general idea of the kind of overall environ-
ment in which you will be operating as you handle
student chemical-use problems. You should just get a
good feel for the lay of the land, so to speak:

It would be helpful. for example, to know what the
attitudes are in your school, college, and community
concemlin the use of chemicals Do the people in the
community and the staff in your school or college feel
that chemical use is gOcid,_ bad, or a matter of indiffer-
ence? Do they think that users are good, bad, or
somewhere in between? Are students likely to be
preached at about chemical use, or do peoplegerier-
ally take an objective approach to the problem?

Having a general lea of iota! attittick-s toward
chemical use, you may be able to tell what kind of
support you win find among your professional col-
leagues and members of the community; You may find
out, for exam*, _that credibility with students is a
serious prdbfeM, because other teachers approach
the problem of cherhiCal use withcitit a stolid bate of
information or with inconsistent attitudes. You may
gather a more ascurate notion of how to handle this
problem with your own students:
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( Optional
Activity

2

44411

Optional
ACtivity

As au aid in reviewing your attitudes toward chemical use; you may wish to read
and react to the following hypothetical situations. As you read each situation;
make note of your reaction to it. How do you Wel about the people in the situation
and what they are dong? What do you think you would do if you were there?

You arecirculating among your students as they work on equipment when
you notice a pack of cigarette papers in a student's shirt pocket:
You are driving ,=1Dwn a street on which many of you siludents live. There
are three empty liquor bottles in a trash can at the cot.
One of your stuck: ds seems listless and apathetic one day. The next day;
her eyes are bloodshot

a Two stUdents are walking ahead of you in the hall. They are talking about
plans to "cop a hd."

You may wish to meet with one or more peers who are also taking this module to
discuss your reactions to these situations. As you discuss with the group; try to
determine the attitudes that underlie your own reactions and those of the others
in the groups.

One excellent means of keeping up to date is to read reliable professional
journals and publications. Thus, you may wish to examine issues of the Journal
of Alcohol and Drugs: This excellent journal can provide accurate; up-to-date
information to you and other concerned staff members: You may wish to sub-
scribe to suctia journal yourself or to encourage your schOcil or cOlk;ge libt.ary to
subscribe so that it will be availabW to all staff.



The foltowiry items chC.ck your comprehension of the material in the information
sheet, The Problem of Chemical Use, pi 6-16. Each of the ten items requires a
snOrt, essay-type response. Please explain fully, but briefly and make sure you
respond to all parts of each item.

SELF=CHECK

1. If a student in your program always has a runny nose and is resentful of authority, what does this indicate?

2. One of the maintenance personnel in your school tells you one day that several of your students are using
amphetamines. What should your reaction be?

3. Which one of the f011owing three terms does not belong with the others: aspirin; heroin; hemp. Explain your

answer.
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4. If a colleague tells_you that she isn't concerned about chemical use because her students are all serfs and
mature individuals; what might you reply?

5. If you discover that your or College has no formal, written policy for handling chemical-use problems,
What shOuld you do?

6. If one of Our StUderitt experiments With oh-eft-cals, goes on to use them regularly, but does not progress into
abuse, is there realty any risk involved?

7. If you use a natal d6cOrvestant spray a lot in front of your students, what difference could it make?
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S. A colleague teils you that students who come to his class stoned on marijuana don't bother him all that
muchthey're so mellow they just sit there causing no trouble at all. Would you agree with this attitude?

9. Another colleague tee you that she can't understand why people drink--Why they need to get drunk to
escape from reality. What might you say to this colleague?

10: How should you prepare to offer counseling to a student who wants to recover from chemical use?
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Compare your written responses to the self -check items with the modelanswerS
given below. Your responses need not exactly duplicate the model responses:
however, you should have covered the same major points.

MODEL ANSWERS

I If a student always has a runny no and is resent-
ful of autholity. it doesn't necessar* indicate any-
thing. The student might just have problem si-
nuses and an onpleasant disposition. Hovvever,
may indicate a possible problem with chemical
use You might want to observe_this student's
performance and behavior to see if there are any
further indications of possible chemical use.

2. If the maintenance personnel tell you that your
sti :,71ents are _using_ chemicals; you_ should be
concernedthis information may be correct.
Again. you would want to observe your stutknts
for indications of possible chemical use. Rut you
should always be careful not to take someone's
opinion as fact.

3 Of the terms aspirin heroin, and hemp, aspirin is
the. oddball. Hemp is one of the common street
names for marijuana. So; heroin and hemp are
both chemicals that bring about an altered state of
consciousness. Aspirin, although certainly a
chemical, dc*s not ordinarily alter the conscious-
ness: You should be concerned about student use
of either heroin or hemp, but you probably don't
need to worry about student use of aspirin.

4. Serious and mature though your ciolleagoe's Stu-,
dents may be, she should still be concerned at
the possibility of their using chemicals. Anyone
can use chemicalsyou ,don't have to be from
the ghetto, on the fringes of society or foolish and
ftivolbus.

5. If your _school or college has no formal. written
policy for _handling chemical-use problems; you
should definitely_ talk to an administrator. You muSt
determine whether there are any_ guit*Iints for
your actions in riandliog chemical problems,
and what those guidelines are:

6. There is alWays risk kiVolved when students -use
Chemicals. regardless of Which stage of use they
may be in. tt ;doesn't matter whether Students are
hardened addicts or novices: If their conscious-
ness is altered under the influence of chemicals:
they can pose a safety risk, both to themselves
and to others around therti.

7. if _you use a_nasal decongestant spray a lot in front
of your students; it could make a great difference.
Some student. some day, may ,well ask you-,y
you do something the you advise your 'students
not "lo douse chemicals. You would then need
to be able to explain to your students the differ=
ence between being dependent on nasal spray
and using chemicals that alter the consciousness.

8. You should rest agree with the attitude that
dents stoned on marijuana area no trouble since
they're so mellow. It may be true that marijuana
usually produces a mellow effect in users; so that
they might not usually present serious behavior
problems. But their consciousness AS still aitered
arid they mulct easily be a safety risk.

F.uitheromore, these students are not going to be
able to ream efficiently if they 'm so mellow that
they're willing to just let We flow right past Item.

9. If a colleague thirikS:that peck drink stolid on4
because they need toes trOm art unpleasant
reality, you should lei tier that tver &tett* is not
founded on a solid base of aocurate informatirst.
There is-. of covise. no denying that some people
do use diemicats; including alcohol. as an es-
cape.

However; many people do; and always wit use
chemicals of rnany kin simply :becatem having a
sh9htly altered state of _consciousness can be
preasant You Might ask this cOlWague if she ever
daydreams.

10. You shouTd not ay to prepare to offer counseling to
a Sti.ii*ol wt wants to receive treatment for
chemical use. Treating students with cherhical-
use problems is riot your reSpOnSiblity.

You are not rtkeAy_ to have the iraining and expet-
tise that VAS could require. 'frau are_piobably not
qualfied to accepl any Wigal lability you inigtit
incur iv offering treatment. Viztir,responsbOily iS
to link your students with sourties of help kw any
chentiml-use problems they may have:
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Level of Performance: Your written responses to the self-check sterns should hgve .'overecl the same major
points as the model answers. If you missed some points Of have questions about any additional points you made:
review the material in the information sheet, The Problem of Chemical Use, p0.6 -16, or check with your resource
person if necessary



Learning Experience II
OVERVIEW

After completirvg the_required reading, plan a partial program of prevention
techniques that you could use in your own vocatiOrial=Whnical program.

Activity
You will bit reading the information sheet; Prevention Techniques, pp. 24-27.

You may wish to read all or pan thT.3 follbWirig tiiOplementary references:
Sirrvan et al., Values Clarificaaan; and/or Knowledge and AttitUdet of Uriig
Usage: Grades 4-12:

ActiVity

3
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For information on how you can set standards, communicate openly, and iielp
students to self-assess and to discover alternatives to chemical use, read the
following information sheet.

PREVENTION TECHNIQUES

The idea of stopping a problem before it starts is
familiar to many of us. This is called prevention. The
good defensive driver prevents accidents from hap-
pening by leaving enough room in front_ of the vehicle
to react and stop in time. Many people, concerned
about their health and teeth, visit their dottor and
dentist regularly as a preventive measure. The old
saying that an ounce of prevention is worth a pound of
cure is still true.

The old saying is especially true when we speak of
preventing chemical use. Current informed thinking
focuses on the active prevention of chemical use.,
Prevention however, doesn't include preaching or
exaggerating trying tofrighten students with mortal-
ity _statistics, for example. Nor tribuld you plan and
deliver units of instruction on the danger of Chertiical
use. It is judged more effective, for the most_patt, to
work with students individually to prevent chemical
use

The PreSidentS COMmission on Marijuana and
Drug Abuse recommends that chemical -use preven-
tion techniques should be aimed at helping stu-
dentsespecially adolescentsdevelop the skills
they need to cope with the problems of their lives.
Prevention techniques ;§_tibukt focus attention on the
individual. not on the chemical. Techniques should

give students an opportunity to explore and express
their_own feelings, to gain a sense of self-worth and
self-respect, and to communicate openly with others.

If your prevention techniques give your students
these opportunities, the theory goes, studehtS can
know their own feelings and worth and feel comforta=
ble with both. Aware and secure, students are then
more likely to make their own individual; informed
decisions regarding chemical use. They are less likely
to base such decisions on misinforination, peer pres-
sure. or lack of alternatives.

You can present your own students with these op-
portunities. You can set standards for behavior in your
vocational-technical programs. You can keep the lines
of communication open with -your StUdents. ThiS will
allow you to provide information as students need it.
You canprovideyour students with the 0_ppOrtunity to
self-assess: Students who do not yet use chemicals
can discover alternatives to using chemicals; as their
peers may urge. Students who do use chemicals can
reconsider their own values and decisions, if they
choose.

Set Standards for Behavior
The first action you should take is to set clear stan-

dards for student behavior in your program. Your stu-
dents should clearly understand_ that. the risk to safety
is too great to allow participation in_ olk prograrti while
under the influence of chemicals. Students ShbUld be
aware that it is wrong and dangerous to come to class
stoned or intoxicated:

Students stiOUld understand, furthermore, that
these standards of behavior apply to all of the activities
of your program: They should know that it is inappro-
priate to show up hung over at a cooperative work
Station; a job interview or a meeting of the vocational
student organization. You can remind students that
learnin_g_occurs much more efficiently when their con-
sciousness is where the learning is,

You don't need to make aproduction of setting and
enforcing these standards. They are certainly impor-
tant, but exaggerating their importance is probably no
help. You should treat them as part of all the standards
you set for student behavior. They are a part of your
concern for student safety and seaming.
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Keep Lines of Communication Open
You will need to keep the lines of communication

open with your students. If you are going to provide
information and help your students self-assess, you
have to be able to talk with them. Some of your stu-
dents may have attitudes toward and ideas about
chemical use that are different from yours: Students
need to feel that they can discuss their opinions with
you. even if yours are different. Thus, what you com-
municate and how you communicate are important.

What you communicate should be accurate, reliable
information; Your attitudes toward chemical use may
be largely negativeand rightly Yet. you can
alienate your students by constantly communicating
negative attitudes_to them. You should, instead._ give
them facts about chemical use. Being objective allows
you to be more effective.

How you communicate is just as important. If a
student wants to talk to you about such a personal
topic. you should ensure that the student has your
whole attention. You shouldn't be listening with one
ear while you go through paperwork or observe stu-
dents in a practice activity.

By your actions and your words, you can show your
students that they haveyour attention. You can take a
comfortable posture; facing tne student and maintain-
ing eye contact. You can make small comments now
and then CI see." -Go on") that let students know you
are following what they're_ saying. These and other
active listening skills will help to keep the lines of
communication open with your students.

Provide information
Students' approach to the subject of chemical use;

like your own, should be founded_on a solid base of
accurate, up-to-date information. You can provide this
information to your studentsinformation on chemi-
cals, who uses them and how, why they are used. and
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how people can progress from experimentation to
dependency.

You can help your students find out about the physi-
cal and behavioral effects of chemical use and how
these effects can be intensified through long-term use.
You can help your students understand what might
happen when they alter their consciousness and why
that might affect their safety.

It would be a good idea to coordinate your provision
of information with that of other teachers. If six different
teachers present units on the dangers of drugs and
give attitude and use surveys,_ students may overdose
on_ information. You can avoid this by consulting your
colleagues and spreading your collective efforts over a
reasonable period of time.

Yall probably have neither the expertise nor the time
to offer your students_ planned, formal instruction on
chemical use and its effects. Besides, if you try to, you
run the risk of losing your audience. A formal lecture
on -Implications of Chemical Use/Abuse for Safety"
might sound dangerously like propaganda to students.
Hence, you should use other, informal means to pro-
vide students with this needed information.

You may, for instance be able to use visual means
to provide information. Posters illustrating the risks
inherent_in chemical use might work very effectively.
You_could use your bulletin board to illuStrate to stu-
dents some of the effects of chemical use.

You could also provide information to students in
response to aspecific question or situation. For exam-_
pre, a student might offer the comment that a friend
was fired for showing up at work drunk and ask
whether you think this was fair You c-ould respond by
providing informationin a matter -of -fact way, without
sermonson the effects of chemical use in the world
of work. You coutd tell students how_their performance
can be affected by chemical use and how this impaired
performance can create serious safety hazards.



YoU couia p. oxide information in response to this
kind of situation as you work min students individually
or in Groups. You could provide it yourself or by refer-
ring students to other resources. You can work very
inf or rialJy to help students find out what they need to
know

Finally. you can provide information by using a re-
source center: You can easily create and maintain a
resource center in your classroom or lab containing
accurate. up-to-date literature and other resources for
student use. You might stock your resource center with
free pamphlets. brochures. magazine articles. books.
filmstrips. audiotapes. or even movieswhatever you
can a/tall: as long as n pre-se-its informaaon
in a nonjudgmental manner.

Help Students Self-Assess
Another major part of your prevention program

shOuld be to help students self-assess. You should
help them to examine their own use of chemicals and
Clarify their own values concerning chemical use. You
should also help your students explore how external
and internal pressures can affect their use of chemi-
cals.

Their own usc You might begin by helping stu-
dents to examine their own use of _chemicals. The
chemicals students use may range from legally pre-
scribed substances for Medical _purposes e.g., cold
remedies) to coffee and cigarettes. They may also
include beer. wine. liquor, or substances like marijuana
and heroin.

You should assist students in detennining what
chemicals from this broad range they individually use
In addition, how often do they use them? In what
circumstances do they use themwhen they are
alone or with others; to relax or to get started in the
morning? Do they combine the use of different _chem..
cals (e.g.. alcohol wan marijuana. coffee with ciga.-_
rettes)? How does their use affect their safety and
performance in your program.

It would probably be best for each Student to exam-
me his or her own use of chemicals as an individual
activity. You might, in your resource center, provide
copies of an informal inventory-of-use for this pur-
pose, for example. The inventory could cover the var-
ious !actors discussed previously.

Regardless of the means you use to help students
examine their own use of chemicals, you should re-
member that you are only helping students to self-
assess; You are not asking them to tell you anything
If students are to be honest in their self-examination,
they need to be sure that the results will not be shared.

Their own values; You should also help students to
clarify their values concerning chemical use. What are
their values; their feelings: their attitudes toward using

chemicals? What do they mink about taking aspirin.
drinking beer. or snorting cocaine? Is it okay to use
mese chemicals or not? Do they approve or disap-
prove of people .'. ho use Mem?

Linked with students values concerns c .g enemical
use is their response to internal and external pres-
sures. Thus. part of your values clarification activities
should give students the opportunity to discover how
these pressures can affect their use of chemicals.

Extern& pressutes, example. may lead students
to use chemicals. Their peers may use chemicals and
urge others to do so. Tnus. students may feel pres-
sured to fall in with the peer. group's chemical use in
Order to gain acc_eptarice. Individual students may not
really want to use chemicals but feel that they must do
so if they want to have friends

YOU may tie able to locate values clanfk:ation activi-
ties or materials to use in your classroom or lab. Or; if
you prefer. you can develop activities or materials
yourself to help students disoover their feelings and
attitudes toward chemical use. These activities or ma-
tenets need not be compbcated. Their purpose is sim-
ply to provoke thought and reaction in students. allow-
ing them to b-e0Orne consciously aware of the values
they have.

You might, for example. use_ a questionnaire that
peetehts hypOthetical situations for students to react to
(e.g.. -What would you do if att the people at a party
were passing joints around?): Or. you could present
stereotypical statements about chemical use (e g..
-Marijuana_ addicts have to steal to _support their
habits' ). Students could respond by indicating
whether they think these statements are true or false.
and why.

You can provide. students with opportunities for val-
ues clarification either individual or in groups. Group
diSCUSSiCiriS can give students the opportunity to ex-
amine both their own values and the consistency of
those values. As you provide these opportunities. you
should keep the lines of communication open with
your students by giving them your honest, objective
attention.

Help Students Discover Alternatives
At this point, you will have provided students with

accurate, reliable information on chemical use. You
will have helped them examine their own use and
clarity their own values. Your next step then; will_ be to
help students discover alternatives to chemical use
You can help them make individUal decisions. in iirt
of their new information and their own values. about
using chemicals.

Some students may need to develop personai skills
in order to explore alternatives to chemical use They
may need to develop their own sense of self-
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re spon :ythat is. before they can make their on
decisions. tney _must realize that me decisions are
theirs to make Further. some students may nccd to
Ce.e;op tneff decision-making skills so that tney can
make appropriate decisions

If-responsibility. You can help your stUdents
understand that the responsibility for deciding whether
to use drugs is theirs and theirs alone. You can help
them develop the attituoe that they can and should be
their own masters. In helping students to develop this
sense of self-responsibility. you need not lecture or
moralize: in fact. you should not.

There are many things Mat you can do. in you-r
classroom or lab. to help students develop this sense
of serf-responsibility For example. you could have
students take charge of your tool supply. It would be
their responsibility to ensure that tools and equipment
are checked in and out according to proper procedure.
Other management responsibilities could be similarly
;Assigned All students shoulia be given such respon-
sibilities on a rotating basis.

You can also ensure that each skident has and
fulfills the responsibility for cleaning up his or her own
work area, observing safety procedures, and handing
in assignments on time. Students can also assume
responsibility as members or officers of the vocational
student organization.

You can use your own imagination to determine
what other responsibilities you could assign to stu-
dents in your own classroom or lab. Experience in
accepting and fulfilling minor responsibilities such as
these can help students to accept and fulfill other.
larger responsibilitiessuch as deciding how they
want to live their lives.
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Decision-makihg skills_ You can also help stu7
dents develop the decision-making skills they will
need to fulfill t,"sir responsibility to thLz-rrisehreS.1 You
can teach students the steps in the decision-making
process. You can give them practice in applying these
techniques in simulated and real situations. You can
teach students to think critically about a situation:
apply their own values to the situation, and arrive at a
decision mat fits both the situation and their values.

Once your students have accepted their responsibil-
ity for making individual decisions concerning chemi-
cal use and have gained skill in doing so. they can
discover thir own alternatives to cheMical use. YOU
might help by proViding them with information on
slate alternatives. You might also set an example for
them to follow in choosing an alternative: But most
important is that you will have equipped your students
to make this choice on their own; of their own sake:
and to their own taste.

The alternatives to chemical use that your students
might consider are almost limitless. Almost any activity
could serve the purposeorganized group activities
or informal individual activities. The purpose of these
alternatives is quite simple. They serve to provide a
healthier. more constructive outlet for students' en-
ergy They are another, different way of having kin:
filling time: and enjoying pleasant company.

You might suggest. for example, that your students
could engage in athletic activities These might be
formal team sports or simply going to the tennis courts
with a friend or logging all alone. Students might par-
ticipate in club activities,_ either in or out of school. YOU
might suggest participation in the vocational student
organization. the student council, or any other student
group operating focally.

There are also many service aCtrvities in which stu-
dents could participate There may bici service clubs in
your school or in your community. Stuidents could also
perform volunteer work at many community institu-
tionshomes for the aged, programs working with
disadvantaged or handicapped youth: or neighbor-
hood associations. Students could even start thtir
own community service prole-Cs.

Finally, each student will have individual interests
that could serve as very effective alternatives to chem-
ical use. You could enco,., rage students to consider
those interests, whatever they might bereading.
stamp collecting, craft work, cars, local or family his-
tory; physical fitness, or building a better mousetrap.
You should do .nhat you can to ensuft that your stu-
dents do not engage in cheMical use Just because they
think there s nothing else for them to do.

1 To gain shin in helping students to develop their r ecision maven() scats
you may wit',1) to refer to Module C H Arect Students in Applying
Problem Solving Techniques
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You may wish to read all or part of the following supplementary reference: Simon
et at, Values Clarification. This bciok presents a very goad treatment of valuesI Optional clarificationwhat it is, what you can accomplith with it. and how to go at it.

Activity Part 1 (pp: 11-28) describes the valuesciarificaton_ approach and tells how to
2 use the remainder of the book. Part 2 (pp. 29=-397) consists Of individual

chapters. each presenting a specific strategy to use in Vakies clarification. Yob
may find it most helpful to read Pail 1 for a basic fol.inclation and tnen to look
trircia0 Part 2 kir specific Strategies to use or to adapt for use in your own
classroom or lab.

You may wish to refer to the refererre: Knowdge and Attitudes of Drug
Usage: Grades 4 -12. You might begin by reading the introduction, pp, 1-8. for a
general overview of the book. Then, you may find it informative to browse
throQgti ttv rest of the txsok. wt izh =tains (materials and activities you might
use in a program of prever.tion techniques in your own classroom or lab

The bOok contains inventones of opinions concerning chemical use and inven-
tor of cher-tal use. 11 also presents some values clarification activities that
you might be able to use or adapt for use with your own students:

Use the following worksheet to plan a partial program of preventk, technique:.;
that you could use in your own vocationa.1-techilicalprogram. First, assume that
you are training students in your own occupational specialty and would like to
Use techniques to prevent chemical use among your students. Then. complete
each of the ilems on this worksheet to develop a plan for a partial program of
prevention techniques:

WORKSHEET

1. To begin Me development of a resource cenier. identify at least two specific resources not listed in this module
that provide information on the continuum of chemical use Your resources could be either print materials (e.g
a book or pamptiget) or nonprint materials (e.g.: an auchotape or slide lape).
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2. Identify at least one specific resource describing the effects of chemical use on safety ap-cilicab tb your own
occupational specialty. Your resource could. again. be either mart or nortprint.

3. identify or plan a specific activity that could help your students examine their own chemical use Your activity
could include the use of written materials (e.g. an inventory of use) if you choose.

4 Identity or plan a specific activity that could help your students clarify their values concerning chemical use.
This cou'id be an individual or group activity. You may chOote to include written matenalS for use as part of the
activity.
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5 Identify at least two specific classroom nanagement tasks that you could assign to Students in order to help

them develop their sense of self-reSponsibility.

6 Identify at least two sperfic nonmanagement activities in which you could involve stiicWntt in -6r-c*r to help
them develop their sense of self-responsibility

Feedback

4

After you have planned a partial program of prevention texhniques that_ you
could use in your own vocational-technical program: use the Planning Chetklisf.
pp: 31-32; to evaluate your work.
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LAP NNING CHECKLIST

Directions: Place an X in the NO. PARTIAL or FULL box to mditate that each of
the following performani. almponents was not accomplistvecl. partially accom-

Da:e
plished. or fOy accomplished: If; because of special ciralmstances. a perfcr-
rnanceoomponent was not appiicat,,e; 2r Im.possbie to execute; place an X En
the N A Pcik Perscr

LEVEL OF PERFORMANCE

44
4fit

The resources selected to provide information on the continuum of
chemical use:

I explained the progression from experimentation to dependency EJ D
2 described the risk involved .n beginning chemical use Ei
3 presented information in a factual manner

The resource selected to provide information on the effects of chemical
use on safety:
4 explained both the physical and behavroral effects of use

5. explained the effects in terms of the specific operations. machinery
equipment. etc., of your own -occupational specialty D El C3

6 presented information in a factual manner El Li El
The activity planned to help students examine their own chemical use:

7 covered use of a tvide range of chemicals (e g , from prescription to
C]heroin)

6. treated other factors of use (e g., frequency, circumstances, combina-
tions of use)

9. alloWed for private, individual self-examination El D
The activity planned to help students clarify their values concerning
chemical use:

E]1ei presented SJtuatyans: statements; etc to provoke thought and reaction

11 provided the opportunity for students to beciime consciously aware of
their own values and feelings

The tasks and activities planned to help students develop -elf-
responsibility:
12 wooded' apportaMies b students to understand thal they can aria

should make their own choices

13 included classroom management responsibilities that students could
assume ga
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14 included nonmanagement responsibilities that students could assume

15 provided opportunties for students to accept and futfi#i miner respOri= D El

Level of Performance: Ali items must iecc=1Ve FULL. or N A responses._ If any item receives a NO or PARTIAL
response. the material in the information s1eet, Prevention Techniques, pp. 24-27; revise your plan

Check with yr. it re rrna rir-rcrtrt A no"comarti:
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1

Stuc..'ent use of alconol and other drugs may occur ,n sple of jour program
p,e,,en:',on For informal:on on now .i0J can otser ;'e simptorns ^f cherh uSe
record your oserva!,ons and intervene appropria:eli read follo4 ,n`or-
mation sheet

INTERVENTION TECHNIQUES

In spite of your own preparation and program of
preNiention. you probably still need to intervene
,-wirin students using alconol and other drugs You may

observe students in your program who display
yrnptoms of chemical use If this occurs. now can you

intervene') How can you act as a facilitator to link a
student who needs heir with the source of tr'at help?
What techniques can you use?

Using intervention techniques iS largely a matter of
common sense and judgment You can identify 51-U.,
dents exhibiting persistent symptoms of chemical use
You can then take further action: within the limits of
School policy and your own legal responsibilities You
eright tOrifteintsucr students with your observatiOns.
You might participate in intervention conferences or
make student referrals

Identify Students Exhibiting Persistent Symptoms

The first step in intervening with students using
alcohol and other irugs is to identify students exhibit-
ing persistent symptoms of chemical use. This is done
t4 observing students: their behavior and tiheir per-
fomance in your classroom or lab and noting any
patterns or long-term changes in their actions

Looked at in this manner identifying possible users
does not seem to be a complicated task: There are.
however. two vital considerations to bear in mind as
you identify .possible users The first of these is that
you must collect and recordobjective data on student
symptoms The second is that you then _must decide
whether these symptoms actually indicate a possible
problem with chemical use

Collect and Record Objective Data
The data on student symptoms of chemical use that

you collect and record must be as objeCtive as posse
hit That is data should provide an unbiased. fattual
report of student performance and behavior Your own
personal reactions le-g.. John offended me. ) to
student performar,,:e and behavior are not objective.
Nor is your interpretation (e g . 'Anne arrived in class
drunk ) of what a student says or does objective

Objective data consist solely of a record of your
observations le g . Anne arrived in class with slurred
iipeech of the student s performance and behavior in
your program. This is not to say that you should put on
your trench coat and slouch hat and take notes on
everything everyone does This would probably be
counterproductive

You should, instead. simply observe performance
and behavior as you carry out yow normal instruc-
tional duties As you interact with students. you can
note behaviors that are symptoms of possible chemi-
cal use To observe student performance and be-
havior in this manner is a standard part of good teach-
ing. for the sake Of Student safety and efficient learn-
ing
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pattern FrZ.:34 -Absence.s may tie_
unx:;L'Se...'J St=icents reuuest

orear.s They may al:SC)

Performance and gi=iesS%-,cen:s may alSO
;jr:pe.en students Aho os.,;a'y per-

Stu:tects graces may cetericrate-
St,:s:--t, tsa.e ttatterns ot poor per4c.r-

morn ni tor instance
r^ arc ma: ipulati.e sik:r;s

Behaviors--Anc:ner sym;D:om of poss-cie use
stucent bena.'ior Students may

r'Le us O' resentful of author:ty They
tustratisn anxiety or anger

It . --a, n- untixpected y impuls4, e reie*C-
...47.i!nt:tiz.7

interaction Students may interact differently
w tr. .1",-7.'s Some may become more aggressive

ele.ro.e,Tec: toward peers and teachers
rmi r;-,c.crre hostile toward those around

;-^-1 Otrers nowe.er may withdraw from con
icr peer', Or with you

Physical symptomsFinaiiy you may observe
students cisplaying physical signs of possible
c_hem,cal use fatigbe bloodshot eyes enlarged
pup is slurred speech impaired motor control or
coorc;.nat:on Many of Mese signs le g_ impaired
-o,-;rctinationi could indicate a potential for sen-

t ,1', problems

When a student displays symptoms of possible
chemical use you should note the symptom and con:
tinue your observation of that student Remember that

-,,nole isOlated incident means nothing In some
i-ises y. i may need to obsi.!rve students for several
weeks to determine whether individual Syniptorns
constitute a pattern of behavior or change in perfor-
mance

In ()the, cases. hOWeVer a single incident Might
i1-rt you immediately to a possible thernicai-use
problem you might observe possession_or even use
of chemicals In either case. having seen the signs of -a
problem you should continue your observation to nail
down the problem

You can also collect data on student Symptoms of
u.se resew of records_

You might beryl with attendance data. How many
,absences dO Attendance records show for the stu-
lent' Is there A record of tardiness, Is there a pattern

in the absences -or tardiness'-)

YOU Can also eiam other records for furmer cata
tne 8:Uctent$ performance and grades de:en-

-Orate:1' Do yOur OaSt r-f-s:ords shot: an increase in the
no :es c' cc--hrref.-.ts inu na.e rriade a;)..)ut rJrorDerns

ith tee stocents performance and clasS parsc.:pa-
ton'?

it is also important that the-.)%-i_lc,'n and fa rout
ec,,;:esot,rg and recorrIng data on student symptoms

of chern-cal use The data you CCL ie-ct and record wail
form toe Das s for your cecision concern ng whether
,cu should -iten.erte 4V',"1 a student Ccr.seduently
yoi styDu,c the rtan,1 of nit. ng symptomatic
Dena.ior regularlyas it occurs if possible If yOu
:a-not record data immediately you should co so as
S)Ofi as possoie afterwards In tnIT Way you can
Cr sure that your data are accurate and obii---7tive

F ;na:ly it is Vital that you manta n Me uential,ty
of an data you collect You sNould re-trier* :)er t- t. in
the f tst place tree data can lead you t's. .-tent,ty
possible chemical-use problems No matser hoe.,
convinced you might be there is a' -'rays the chance
that iyou are rn staiken ,Our conciuson Gven this
poss .t would be very unfair to studeri:s for you to
broadcast unconfirmea suspicions

thermore even if you are correct even it a
student does indeed have a chemical-use pr,:iblem
you must respect students legal rights to corillidential-
ity of information Any such information you might
have is to be shared only w other protieSsionals
trained in handling chemics use problems Casual
conversation in the faculty lounge about a strident s
possible use of chemicals could result in a lawsuit

Decide What to Do with the Data
As you collect and record Objective data on

symptoms of chemical use yoi; need to 1e!ermine
whether the data indicate a possible chemical-use
problem YO -i should consider all your data obser-
vations. attendance and periormance records. and so
onas you make thiS deciSitin

You should first analyze your data Do they indicate
a pattern of performance or behavior? Do they reflect
any general trends in the Student s performance and
behavior' Is there any leing-term change in the stu-
dent since you have kaciirin him or her) Remember
that a single incident of behavior dOeS not constitute a
Change You should look, instead, across a history of
the student s performance and behavior

If you co" c. .t.t,ese W'r data
objectiveyou can identify students who exhibit per-
sistent symptoms of chemical use. You will have ac-
complished your first step in intervention Your next
step another decision is what further action to take
if you have identified a student or studeAts exhibiting
persistent symptoms of chemical use
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Take Further Action

r. rr.gn!. i some instances. take learriediate
rurtrer actin wren your observationS indicate a poS-
sitc'e cr*ie,-r :cal-use proolem If a student appears in

-i. .?.ec,atory vein very slurred speech. poor motor
and no cuoreination. you shoeld not allow Me

student to endanger e,m herself and otners. You might
hsteao: send a seinent with such severe physical
symptoms to qualeed medical personnel in the
scnool

LJ Teo reigeR- observe a-eaare seta-deTit use or pos-
session of cremicas. An obvious strategy xi this case
would be to report what you have seen to an admirals-.
trator. who is more likely to have the expertise and
training to ranee tras serious legal problem.

Whatever former action you might take. however. it
is essential to keep in mind your School's policy for
combating chemical-use problems and the role it out-
1,nes to, you You should also recall possible legal
implications of your actions in handling the problem
and the local resources available to help.

Within all these considerat.onsyou have three op.
tons in taking further action You might, yourself. con-
'e-ht students exhibiting persistent symptoms of
chemical use: participate in intervention conferences.
or re7ike student referrals Your aim again. is to act as
Inc link between a student Who might need help and
me sources of help

make Student Referrals
You might take action by making student referrals

You might reter a student to a person or agency inside
your school or college Or you could refer a student to
persons or agencies in the community at -large you
can use your own knowledge of local resources for
referral You might also get input from your adrninistra-
ion or from those specifically designated to deal with
student use of alcohol and other drugs.

Your ocal policy may provide that referral be done in
a particular way or that retirflal be made to a particular
person or agency You should, of course; observe any
such policy as you make referrals, You shoUld also
involve any other persons specified by local policy in
making toe referral It may be advisable to tell the
student s significant others of your referral, to keep
them abreast of your actions

Once you have referred a_student to a s_pecific_per-
son or agency for help, yo i Should maintain liaison, as
necessary, with that person or agency. The referral
program may require or provide for your involvement.
If this is the case, you will need to know what role you
are to play You may be asked for progress reports on
the student s performance or behavior. You may be
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asked to allow teiea.seci time for the student to partici-
pate in specific activities as part of an overall treatment
prof-gram.

Having made the re-!erral. you will need to provide
such help as you can. If requests for your h-elp are
ettad. shouki honor Vern as fully as you can
without interfering with your regular duties and re-
sponsibilities It is possible that one of these students
may return to your class. You be much Jetter

.ed de . with that student if have maie---
tairied contact wth the Stii*et and the agency.

Participate in Intervention et:inferences
Another action you might take -in deahagwrth stu-

dent use of akobefol and other drugs is to partic-9ate in
an intervention conference: At such a conference; you
and ether professionals and the student's significant
others (e.g., parents; guardians) meet with the student
exhibiting persistent symptoms of chemical use. Tee
gether. you plan help for the student.

You might initiate an intervention conference. In-
stitutona! policy might require that you do so, or you
may prefer to obtain other trained help In confronting a
possible problem. YOU could speak to an administrator
o r -Othet oesignated person to arra Nge for the confer-
ence

It can be helpfui to unvolve_ a_ students significant
O therS in an intervention ayafererxe so that you can
gain their support for your plans to help the student.
Involving ahem tn conferences also ensures that they
understand what you are doing for the stucWnt. They
will have the opportunity to see both your concern and
what your mottoes and actions are.

I
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Your participa:por in intervention conferences may
be governed by insmulienal polity. You Shek.ild ob-
serve this policy. acing in the role specified for you.
cooperating with all appropnate others.

Your own role in an intervention conference will
probar-ily be to provide information perhaps your ob-
ser daimons e; the students performance and behavior.
Omer trained professionals. who will probably be con-
ducting the meeting. can use this information in plan-
ning a program of help for the student.

As you participate in intervention conferences, you
should remember your legal responsibility to keep

st...=eirnormativn
only with other concerned, t...7.ualifiecl professionals
working to help a student well a possible chemical -use
problem

Confront Students Exhibiting Persistent
Symptoms

The dictionary lists several meanings for the term
confront The first face with hostility. oppose
lefiantly." is probably the most commcin. But there is a
second meaning--corne face to face with.- You
shoukt keep in mind that latter meaning as you take
action Your purpose is to come face to face with your
student. in a positive. stra:ghtforvvard manner. You are
seeking to offer the student help with a problem. not to
threaten the student.

With that meaning in mind, review your school and
college policy, resources, and teacher responsibilitieS.
Policy or law may require that others be pi event or
even be responsible for the confrontation. Students'
significant others may have a night to be notified of
such a confrontation and to attend it. An administrator
or other teacher might need to be present as a witness.
Or. your confrontation -could occur with you and the
student alone

You may be required to dOcument your actions. You
may be required to identify possible referrals Wheri you
confront the student. Your role may simply be to act as

liaison between the student and a counselor or out-
side agency.

A confrontation does not occur in the middle of class
or in front of other students: You need to confront
students with this potentially sensitive topic in a con-
ference setting, after classes; when you; the student;
and appropriate othWs can speak privately.

Furthermore; confrontation does not mean looking
a student in tne eye and saying; know you're doing
drugsso What are we going to do atiOul it?" Instead;
you ShOuld tell a student What_ you do know: that you
have observed particular behavior, physical signs,
and so on. that may cause serious safety problems or
Make teaming less likely and efficient:
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As_ you ten your student of your observations; you
ShoUid indicate hoW this behavior can be a problem.
You could discuss concervaNe causes for the be-
havior, including the_possitiihty of chemical use. tf the
student recognizes the beriavior_you are reporting and
its possible effects in the program, you can then go on
to ten the _student about sources of help you have
it*ritified. You might hetp_the student arrange an ap-
pointment with a counsekx or a visit to a treatment
program.

Soma students. on the other hand; will not acknowl-
edge_ the symptoms you are reporting or their possible
effects. They may ignore information you provide, or
they may fail to keep an appointment with a counselcir.
In such canes; you will have to use your professional
judgment and take action in accordance with institu-
tional policyby referring the matter to an adminis-
trator or ether professional.

Regardless of your exact role in a confrontation. you
will need to use your conference skills and active
listening skills to keep_ the lines of communication
open -with the slUdent. You should establish rapport
with the student and help him or her to recognize and
cope with the robtern.

YOU StioUld send nonverbal messagesrelaxed
posture, eye contact, appropriate comments--to
show the student that het she deserves and has your
attention: The student shciuk:1 know tat you can be
open_ to other viewpoints; that you respect the student
as a human being, and -that you act out of your sense
of responsibility for his/her own well-being and safety
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The following case study describes how a vocational teacher used intervention
techniques. Read the case study and_tnen critique in writing the performance
or me teacner described, explaining (1) the strengths of the teachers approach;
(2i the weaknesses of the teacher's approach; and (3) how the teacher's
performance could have been improved-

CASE STUDY

Mr. Petri, a teacher in a local vocational program;
was r_r_-r1cerned one of his stude-nts. Fred Snow
He had noticed that Fred's eyes were bloodshot one
morning when Fred came into class. That fogged hi;.;
memorydidn't he riemember seeing Fred_ with
blOodShot eyes several times lately? And hadn't Fred
been absent an unusuai amount in the past few
weeks')

Mr. Petri decided that he should check his_at7
tenoance recOrdt. These records confirmed that
FtettS abSenteS had been incre asing in the past two
months. Checking his grade records, Mr. Petri noticed
that Fred s grades had been dropping markedly over
the same period:

Furthermore. there was no credit recorded for a
special project, due the week before; Fred had failed to
hand it in Mr. Petri realized that this was the first time in
his memory that Fred had not handed in a special
project.

At that point, Mr. Petri decided that he should care-
fully observe Fred's performance and behavior in the
classroom and 'tab_ He observed; on numerous occa7
sions. that it took Fred much longer than usual to_set
up practice jObt._ Fred appeared confused and lost
when using machinery he had used skillfully many
times before.

He also observed Several instances in whicn Fred s
mood changed drastically,_ from withdrawn toaggres-
sive. in a seconds time. He realized that Fred was
asking to be excused to use the restroom at least twice
during every class. Finally he observed Fred sound
asleep on several occasions.

Mr. Petri carefully collected and recorded all these
observations, making sure that he was objectively
reporting what he had seen and heard. He continued
his observations for a period of four weeks, recording
as he went along.

Taken collectively, his observations indicated a
general change in both performance and behavior on
Fred s part. Fred's grades and in-class performance
had both deteriorated. The records also indicated that
Fted S mom flUttuation recurred repeatedly.

Mr. Petri was positive that he could not remember
Fred having these drastic mood chang_es until quite
recently. As he analyzed the data,_ Mr Petri felt more
and more strongly that Fred did indeed exhibit persis-
tent symptoms of chemical use.

- Mr. Petri decided at this point that he should confront
Fred with his observations. He arranged for Fred to
meet with him, privately, in his office. When Fred ar-
rived, Mr Petri tote! him what he had been observ-
inga deterioration in performance, a change in be-
havior, and physical symptoms that; together, indi-
cated a possible problem with chemical use.

Mr. Petri was careful to approach both Fred and the
subject at hand in a nonjudgmental manner. He used
his active listening skills during his confrontation with
Fred to make Fred feel at ease. He communicated his
observations briefly and factually He then kept the
conversation focused on the help that Fred could get.

Fred's reaction was positive and encouraging. He
appeared relieved_when Mr. Petri_ brought up the topic
of chemical_ use. Although he_said nothing aboutout-using
chemicals himself, Fred did seem_ receptive to Mr.
Petri 's offer of_help. He left,. agreeing to check in with
Mr. Petri the next day to see what was next on the
program:

It occurred to Mr Petri, onhis wayout of the building,
that he should recheck the school drug policy to see if
he was supposed to get in touch with anyone else
about this matter-. At the office; the secretary asked
what heneecled. He answered; 7Got a copy of the drug
policy? I think I may have a problem with Fred Snow"

That evening; Mr. Petri reviewed the drug policy
The policy required an intervention conference lobe
held as soon as a student was identified as exhibiting
persistent_ symptoms of _chemical use, The _polity
stated that individual teachers were not to confront a
student about possible chemical use.

The policy stipulated that,_ except Lind& Oidtabtdi=
nary circumstances and with administrative advise-
ment, the confrontation was to occur at the interven-
tion conference. Furthermore, the intervention con-
ference was to be arranged ald conducted by the
school's Drug Action Task Force:
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Mr. Petri sipped his coffee and drummed his fingers
on the table. He had forgotten about the Drug Action
Task Farce. "Oh, well," he mused. "No harm done. I'll
check I With the Task Force tomorrow."
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Compare your t :linen critique of the teacher's performance with the model
critique given be:ow. Your response need not exactly duplicate the model
response; however, you should have covered the same major points;

MODEL CRITIQUE

What Mr. Petri did well; he did quite well. He did a
good job of identifying a student exhibiting_persistent
symptoms of chemical use. He carefully collected and
recorded his data. He appeared to be making_a great
effort to _report only objective observations of Fred's
Performance and behavior. He included in his data
specific physical symptoms indicating possible chem-
ical use.

Mr. Petri also analyzed his data appropriately. He
did not focus on single incidents, He looked, instead,
for general patterns and changes in Fred's perfor-
mance and behavior. He checked his own records for
a history of Fred's_ attendance;_ grades; and perfor-
mance. Recurring behavior and _physical symptoms
were considered. He was correct when he identified
Fred as exhibiting persistent symptoms of possible
chemical use.

Finally Mr. Petri had a successful confrontation with
Fred. He was ewer.. able to communicate and act
in a nonjudgmental manner during their talk. Judging
from Fred's positive; receptive reaction; Mr Petri's
approach must have been appropriate and effective.

There was one possible weakness in Mr. Petri's
confrontation with Fred; however. It would ha'ee been
better for Mr. Petri just to have indicated to ;lied that
there seemed to be a problem in Fred's performance
and behavior. At least initially, he could have tried to
draw Fred out concerning possible causes of his prob-
lem. Fortunately. Fred reacted positively even though
Mr. Petri came right out and voiced his suspicion that
Fred was using chemicals.

Mr. Petri also acted carelessly by not reviewing his
school policy to refresh his memory atotit what he was
supposed to do. He failed to ensure that he was acting

in the role specified for him by the policy. He forgot to
involve the Drug Action Task Force. There may have
been other local resources he co.:!d And should have
tapped.

In addition to school policy; Mr. Petri also failed to
review his legal responsibilities. He may have violated
Fred's legal rights by confronting him aloneschool
or state law might have required a witness. In his state,
he might have been required by law to report any such
confrontation to a specified person or agency.

Mr. Petri made one either carintis rnistako which
could have caused serious harm. He failed to maintain
the confidentiality of the data he had collected and
recorded; Although his comments to the secretary in
the office are not specific, they atleast indicated that
he was suspicious about Fred Snow. In telling the
secretary this, Mr. Petri probably violated Fred's right
to confidentiality of information.

What should Mr. Petri have done? Obviously, he
should have reviewed the School poky as soon as he
identified a problem with Fred. Then he would have
tmen aware of his precise role and legal respon-
sibilities; He could have acted appropriately by using
local resources; as policy stipulated or suggested. He
could have respected his student's rights by keeping
his data confidential.

Had he done these things; he might have done a
model job because of his skill in using intervention
techniques. He kientified a postible problem._ He
Managed the confrOntationthe one he should not
have hadwell. Using these techniques this skillfully
he =id became an expert at intervention and serve
appropriately in this role; perhaps as a member of the
Drug Action Task Force.

Level of Performance: Your written critique of the teaCher's performance should have covered the same major
points as the model critique. If you missed some points or have questions about any additional points you made,
review the material in the information sheet, Irdervention Techniques; pp. 34-37; or check with your resource
person if necessary.
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Learning Experience IV
OVERVIEW

Enabling
Objective

ActiVity

1

Activity

Feedback

3

1k,

After completing the required reading critique the oerformance of the teachers
described in given case studies in providing continuing support to recovering
students;

You Will be mading the information sheet; Providing Continuing Suppati't" to
Bering StUcrents, pp. 44-50.

You will be resting case Stadia& pp. 51-52, and cnbquing the performance
of the teachers &ascribed.

YOU Will be evakiating your competency in critiquing the teachers' performance
in providing continuing support to recovering skicWntt by cornpahry your com-
pleted critiques with the Nimbi *gigues, pp. 53=54.
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You may have students in your vocational program who are recovering frato
chemical use. For information on how you can aid the recovery of these students
by supporting and reiriforcing their progress; read the following information
sheet.

PROVIDING CONTINUING SUPPORT
TO RECOVERING STUDENTS

As part of your overall program for combating prob-
leitiS of StUdent chemical use; you may need to help
students Who are recovering from chemical_ use._ A
recovering student is one Who has recognized that he
or she has a chemical-ute problem and is trying to
deal with that problem. The recovering student is gen;
erally involved in a treatment program with profes-
sional counselors, therapists; or other specialists. You
may have referred the student to the treatment pro-
gram yourself.

Some recovering students may have been in long-
term residential treatment programs. In such pro-
grams, students liVe in an institutional setting -with
others who are attempting to resolve chemical -use
problems. The length of time students might spend i ri a
residential treatment program can vary from weeks to
months (and sometimes years); d-pending on their
individual situations and the practices of the institution.

Other recoveries students may be in outpatient
treatment programs. In these cases, students von-
tinue to live in their usual settings. However, they
receive regular counseling from program person-
nelindividUally or in groups. Such outpatient treat-
ment may be either tong-_ or short -term; again cWpend-
ing on students' individual situations and program
practices. In addition, some students who have been
in residential treatment programs may continue in out-
patient treatment programs after they leave the institu-
tions.

Most of the recovering students who might be in
your vocational-technical program probably will have
stopped using chemicals. But they may be pressured
by peers to resume theinital use. DUring recovery;
some may begin using ch-emicals again.

Each recovering student is, of course; an individual
With probms and donderna unique to his or her own
situation. It will be necestail, then, fOr you to approach
each recovering student as an individual. There are no
tereotypes that apply to all recovering students.

There are, however, some common problems that
many recovering students experience.

Stress
It is not unusual for revering students to experi-!

erica considerable stress. The state of recovery itself
is a stressful one. Students are attempting to break a
habit that was developed and reinforced over time
that of chemical use; with its resulting physical and
ptYchological dependency

The reopverirwg student is also likely to be changing
his/her life-style. He or sive may be leaving_a residen-
tial treatment program and returning to home; school;
and friends. The student in an outpatient program may
be attedipting to break one set of friendships and start
another, to shed OTd habits while cultivating new ones
to substitute a sense of self-retpcintibility for one of
dependency.

AnotherpOttil* source of stress for the recovering
student is fear of failure in recovering. The Worming
student is likely to have made some emotional com-
mitment to recovery. Having concluded that chemical
use was less than idealif not downright badthe
aliWrt hat made the Vision to reach for the goal of
ditcOritinUirigUte or tWiperidericy. Having once said. I
can do it and I VIOUtd; the Studer s self-esteem may
depend, to some extent, on his or her success in
recovery

_Stress can alto arise from being eager to succeed in
your program. Apart_ of recover ie often a renewed
commitment to whievement in school. The recovering
student may need. more than other students; to suc-
ceed simply to wove that he or she can.

Furthermore, students wig have teem in iorickterm
residential programs may experience additional stress
upon reentering your program; They may have been
away keit adiobi and Warning, in the formal sense; for
some time. -They may feel that in the meantime; theY
have forgotten how to atidy.
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Alienation
Many recovering students have feeiings cf aliena-

tion. They may feel that they don't belongeitther to
the -drug world" they are attemptingto leave behind or
to the -straight world" they are attempting to enter.
They may feel that they are between a lock and a hard
placeleaving one world; entering the other, and be-
longing to neither.

Recovering students.may, for instance; feel alien-
ated frOM their oets.Their former peers; with whom
they acquired the habit Of Chemical use, may no longer
accept them. The recovering student no [Ginger fitt into
their society and has, in fact, rejected itor is, at least,
trying to do so.

On the other hand, the recovering stucioitt new
peers; who are not chemical users, may not be accept=
ing either. They may be suspicious of the recovering
student. They may do a lot of stereotypical thinking
(e.g., _"11 you are recovering; you must have been an
addict, and we all know What kind of people become
drug addicts ").

This sense of alienation.can ex' and well beyond
students peers. old or new. Some recovering students
may feel alienated_from the whop world around them.
Such students, in beginning chemical use, may have
felt that they were rejecting the world they knew=
parents; school; careers; the establishmentin favor
of a newer, better world of good times and good
frieridt, tee-e of car! and worry and the pressure to
succeed. SO,_Wfititi thit WOW shoWed itself to be false;
what was left to turn to?

Recovering students may even feel alienated from
themselves_They may feel guilty over their own use of
chemicals. They may feel that they are worthless and
will never amount to anything. This low sense of self-
esteem may not have originated in the use of chemi-
cals; but it can be aggravated by such use nonethe-
less:

Defensiveness
Recovering students may be defensive about their

history of chemical use or about themselves. This
defensiveness may result from negative feedback re-
ceived from _others because of chemical use. Many
people criticize not the behavior of using chemicals;
but the person using then Recovering students may
have been told that they are badover and over
again; in countless numbers of ways, by people who
were supposed to care:

The recovering student, elowever, like any other
person, probably doesn't care to hear all this. Hearing
"Boy, were you bad!" certainly doesn't help the recov-
ering student to recover. The student is probably well
aware that some of his or her behavior was less than
wise; he or Sheit; after all; recovering and not using;
ThoS, the student may become defetisive,_ thereby
subconsciously transferring at least some of the "bad"
elsewhere.

The recovering thidentt defensiveness may take
the form of resentment_ of others. The stUdeint may
blame other people or things beyond his/ her control
for the problem of chemical Lse. A student may feel
that parents or teachers were so nasty and unfair that
he or she was driven to drink; so to speak. Or; a
student may blame peett, saying that the only way to
have friends was to use chemicals.

1.fensiveness might also take the form of suspicion
Of Othra. Since the recovering student might have
had so much negative feedbatk from tithert; the ttii=
dent could come to suspect the motives of anyone not
acting in that manner. tf encountering nonjudgmental,
caring, accepting behavior is a new experience for the
recovering- student; he or she may well wonder what
the game is.

This kind of defensiveness, of course, often masks
the true problem of low self-esteem. The recovering
stiident may truly want to begooti" but he unable to
believe that he or ah On the other hand, the
student may simply be utiab to ace6pt the negative
feedback so often received, because it attiket too
close to home. Deflectinc tits negative feedback ante,
others allows the student to accept it; yet reject it, at the
same time.
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Continued Effects of Chemical Use
Some recovering students may continue to show

long-torm effects of chemical use, even though use
has ceased. Use of some chemicals can cause long-
term loss of memory: Use of others may cause long-.
term. general debilitation; such as progressive loss of
motor coordination. Use of certain hallucinogens can
cause flashback (a _temporary_ recurrence of the
symptoms of use and the "high" resulting from use)
years after use has ceased.

If these long-term effects of chemical use continue
after recovering students reenter your program, they
could pose a safety hazard. It is urilik&tv ttat a recover-
ing student will be placed into your program in such
poor condition as to be unable to function: However;
you should be aware of the possible implications for
safety of the continued effects of chemical use.

amour Role

Possibility of Relapse
Finally, there is a possibility that a recovering_ stu-

dent may relapse into chemical use. Chemical depen-
dency can be an enormously difficult habil to break.
You may have experienced this yourself if you have
ever tried_to stop smoking, cut out your morning cof
fee, or fall asleep withoUt your regular sleeping pill.

Difficulty in breaking a dependency on chemicals,
combined with other problems associated_with recov7
ery. may overWhelm a recovering student. The student
May become discouraged with the progress he or she
is making in recovery. The desire to use chemicals
may persist for a long period of time.

also
from

peers to resume chemical use may also occur._ The
recovering student may have every intention of ab-
staining, yet relapse into old habits in response to
these or other pretteret.

You can be a great help to recovering students in
your program. You can assist them in dealing_with the
various problems_of recovery. You can also aid them in
their progressboth toward recovery and toward
entry-level competency in your occupational special-
tyby doing the following:

Create a nonthreatening environment for the re-
covering students in your classroom or labora-
tory.

Promote peer acceptance.
6 Encourage student participation in support

groups:
Reinforce positive student behavior.
Meet the individUal needs Of recovering students
in your instructional program.
Identify students exhtiting persistent_symptoms
of relapse and intervene appropriately.
Help to make the school and community aware of
chemical use.

Create a Nonthreatening Environment
Students will be more likely to succeed in recovery

and in your program if they feel comfortable and ac-
cepted in your classroom or lab. They need to under-
stand that: even though you set and enforce standards
for behavior; you can still respect them as persons.

If tic environment does not threaten recovering
students; they will be less likely to experience stress;
alienation; or defensivenes: They will know there is
someone with whom they can talk, some place where
they belong. something at which they can succeed.

As your first step; you should remember to keep the
lines of communication open with recovering stucWitS.

As you communicate with them, you can show_them
that they haVe yOUr_atteritiOn, that they amain interact
objectively with you. You can use active listening skills
to ensure that students know they have your attention
when you interact with them.

Promote Peer Acceptance
Another technique to use to help_ create a non-

threatening environment is to promote peer accep-
tance of recovering students. You can promote peer
acceptance by providing peers with information; set-
ting an example of acceptance; and providing activi-
ties Thar allow peer contact.

Provide informatiom You can, first of ail, provide
the students in y!oac classroom or lab with information
about a recovering peer, as necessary. You might
inform them that the recovering student has had Web=
lems with chemical use and is trying_tO deal with those
prOblerrit, if the recovering student agrees to share
this confidential information with others.

You might &so tell them that the student was or is in
a treatherit program, seeking protestiorial help in re-
covery. You might indicate whether the recovering
student is retu7 !ng to school or college after a long
absence.

You theLiki use your common sense in_providing
infitinnatiOn to recovering students' peers. It may not
tYe necessary to desc ribt? a recovering student's past
use or treatment: If you do give such information; you
should do it in scme way that will not embarrass or
alienate the recovering student. It would probably be
best to prow:* information to students individually, as
you see a need for it.
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The information you prow le, however, should not
concentrate on the differences in the recovering stu-
dents situation. You should emphasize the fact that
the recovering student is just another person; like all
the other students in the program.

Consequently you should tell students about the
qualities, interests; hopes; and feelings that they might
share with the recovering student You can ensure
that students understand that their recovering peer is a
whole person that the student s recovery is only one
part of that person and not the only quality that de-
scribes him or her.

met an example. You should also set an example of
acceptance for your students, showing them by your
words and actions that you consider the recovering
student to be just as worthy as the rest of them. You
can demonstrate your own concern and caring for the
recovering student by dealing openly and honestly
with the student and !he student's chemical-use prob-
lem

The example you set in showing acceptance of a
recovering student gives your other students another
opportunity to see me real person. Through you, they
may see that the recovering student is not a
stereotype. ready to do anything for a fix.

This might help them to reali. ')at the recovering
student_ interacts with them _!t! like everyone else
does. Some students might .cover that it is un-
necessary to be frightened or ;i:Approving or to have
a -holier-than-thou" attitude. They will have the same
chance to understand again; that this is a person;
perhaps just like tnemselves.

Provide activities that allow contact. Perhaps the
most effective means of promoting peer acceptance of
the recovering strident is to provide activities that allow
meaningful; structured contact between the recover-
ing student and peers, These activities can _give .stu-
dents the chance to interact, cooperate, and relate to

one another. This kind of contact will, once more, give
all students the opportunity to understand that the
recovering student is real and whole; as they them-
selves are.

One such activity could be group projects, in which
students cooperate to achieve a common goal. You
can also involve all students in group discussions;
furnishing the woof [unity for students to see the con-
tributions that a recovering peer has to make.
Brainstorming and buzz groups provide a similar op-
portunity for students to see what others have to con-
tribute.

Finally, you could have a recovering student partici-
pate in panel discussions, presentations, demon-
strations, or peer-tutoring, all of which provide the
same opportunity for peers to see the real, whole
person.2

Encourage Student Participation
in Support Groups

Support groups can provide recovering students
with considerable help in dealing with the problems of
recovery. Participating in a support group made up of
others ho are in the same situation can help a recov7
ering student overcome the distressing feelings that
may accompany recovery,.

Recovering students in your program could partici-
pate in support groups either in the school or in the
community at large. Whatever the setting, a recover-
ing student can feel a sense of beloTiging. He or she
can be reassured that there are others who have
similar problems; concerns, and experiences; The re-
covering student can also observe others who are
successfully recovering or reentering training or the
world of work,

Recovering students may also find; once associ-
ated with a support group, that_they have something to
offer others. They may be able to share their own
experience and. their own successes. They may be
able to help other recovering students to do what they
have donebreak a habit of chemical dependency
and take charge of their own lives again.

Reinforce Positive Student Behavior
Another method to use in helping recovering stu-

dents is to reinforce positive behavior as it occurs. You
can give recovering students positive feedback that is
realistic and meaningful. Positive feedback and rein-
forcement can help greatly to undo the effects of the
negative feedbadk titidentt may have received from
others.

2. To gain skill in providing activities to promote peer acceptance. you
may with to refer to Module L-5. Promote Peer acceptance of Excep6on&
Students
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Thus. when a recovering student exhibits appropri-
ate behavior in your classroom or lab. you should be
ready to offer a word of praise or a pat on the back. If
the student is acting responsibly. you can gain much
by simply letting him or her know that you are aware of
this and appreciate the progress it implies. You can
reward a students efforts in recovery by noticing prog-
ress and saeng so

To be realistic and meaningful. your reinforcement
errouid not be overdone or condescending. You don t
nee(: to praise a recovering student to_the skies every
time he or sho comes to class on emelt you were to do
this, your actions would lose their effectiveness. But
realistic and repeated encouragement can be of great
heip to recovering students as they progress toward
recovery

Modify Your Instructional Program
Recovering students may have some special needs

that you can fill_ with minor changes in your instruc-
tionai program These needs can arise from problems
associated with recovery and the effects those prob-
lems can have on student s performance in your pro-
gram

Provide for success. Some recoveeng students
rri-a' need to experience success in their vocational-
technical training as Quickly as possible. Ser. le may
have a low sense of self-esteem. Some re ay be ap-
prehensive about returning to school if the have been
away from this setting in a residential treatment pro-
gram

To help recovering students._ you should_ Frovide
early and frequent °pc:enure/les for success. YJJ may
need to provide more frequent assessment of their
progress toward their instructional goat and objec-
tives You should also enscre that recovering students
receive preempt and regulai feedback concerning the
results of assessment.
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Assessment feedback needs to be provided in a
Positive: supportive manner Y6 I need not: and should
tot. stretch the truth and tell recovering students they
are doing well when they_ are not But you can first tell
the recovering student what he or she did right on the
dovetail joint. spot weld. pie crust. double seam, or
whatever: then what needs to be improved. then how
to improve it

Feedback and criticism should. of course, always
be constructive. But for the recovering student. receiv-
ing positive feedback may be critical.

You can also provide opportunities for success by
giving recovering students the chance to _catch up if
they need to Some students may have been away
from the classroom or lab for some time Others may
have suffered some memory loss as a long-term effect
of chemical use These students may not have all the
basic knowledge and skills that students in your pro-
gram usually have.

You can determine whether recovering students
need to catch up on these occupational basics: Then:
you can provide activities and materials to allow them
to do so.In this way. they can start theirtraining on the
right foot. experiencing success from the very begin-
ning.

You should also be sure to provide structure for
recovering students. The stress. alienation, andfear of
failure they might experience can be minimized if you
provide a well-structured environment and activities to
help them learn. This structure can give recovering
students a clear tense of direction: established goals
to strive for: and a precise definition of success.

Provide released time. Some recovering students
may need released time in order to participate in activi-
ties related to recovery. Students in outpatient treat-
ment _programs. for example. may have regularly
scheduled counseling sessions to attend The need
for reieased time will probably not be extensive. since
treatmentprograrn personnel will certainly be aware of
the student's enrollment in your program. When toe
need does occur; however; you should try within
reasonto accommodate it

If you provide released time. however. you should
not simply excuse the recovering student's absence
and let it go at that You will need to make provisions for
the student to make up work missed during released
time. Thestudent s overall goal remains tt're sameto
attain entr y-level _competency in your ocnuoational
Specialty. The student will still need the knowled_ge and
skills covered in missed sessions, and you will need to
provide materials or activities to help the student gain
the knowledge and skills missed.

You may also be able to alter your traditional
schedule: to some degree: in order to accommodate a
recovering student's need for released time. Let's say:
for example. that one of your students must attend a
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group counseling session every Monday at 9 00 a m
You have always been in the habit of introducing a new

/ unit on Monday mornings

Since this student is out every Motictoy morning. he
or she always misses the unit introduction much to
his or her disadvantage To assist him or her, perhaps
you could chango your schedule to introduce new
units on Tuesday mornings.

You should, finally, be sure that recovering students
understand that released time involv6s responsibilities
for them. It will be their responsibility to make up
missed work using the activities or materials you have
prOVided Furthermore. it will be their responsibility to
attend the recovery activity for which the released time
is provided

You shi-ibld also remember school policyit may
spell out some requirements on providing students
with relea,4sii time for any purpose The policy may
require that you or the student fill out paperwork for an

c cr4;q1 absence At the secondary level, the sti.i7
dent s parents or guardians may be_required to sign
release forms for the students to leave the school
grounds You or the student may also be required to
verity hiS her attendance at the activity for which re-
leased time is provided

Assist in job placement. Almost all vocational
teachers play some part in assisting their students in

j Obtaining jobs at the end of _training. Your own in-
volvement in job placement depends, of course. on
your local situationwhat role your school_assigns to
you: what other resources might be available to you.
what contacts you might have in the community.

WhateVer your own role in job placement is. you
should be sure to fulfill that role inplacing recovering
students into the world of work. They. perhaps more
than most students: have need of the positive benefits
of placement and employmentself-esteem. fulfill-
ment. success, and responsi'aility. Thus. it may be
crucial or recovering students that you assist in the
process.

Yoli can make recovering_ students aware of the
possibilities for employment locally (i.e.. Which fecal
employers might need the occupational knowdge
and skills they will possess after training). You can
ensure that any placement counselors in your school
know about the qualifications of recovering students in
your program and their need for employment: You
might use your contacts within the community to iden-
tify specific positions for which recovering students
might apply.

Identify Relapse and Intervene
As stater previously. there is the possibility that a

recovering Student may relapse into chemical use.

Given this possibility you have responsibility for ob-
serving recovering students for Sy.tiptoms of cherhiCal
use. just as you do with all other students

This does not mean: of course: peonng over stu-
dents shoulders. anticipating their rclapse at any
moment. Your expectations can have a great effect on
what studehts do If you re waiting for students to
resume use. this may become a self fulfilling
prophecy

It will be necessary, as you observe students for
symptoms of relapse. to follow the same procedures
you would use in identifying new users The idea in
identifying relapse is the same. You should not base
your identification on any ,;ingle behavior or occur-
rence. Rather, you neec zz.-, look for patterns of be-
havior and trends of change in recovering students.

Once you have identified that a recovering student
is exhibiting persistent symptoms of relapse. you
should intervene appropriately The appropriate inter-
vention strategy depends. of course. on your local
situation local policy. your_prescribed role in dealing
with student chemical use. local resources. and_legal
implications. Thus. after identification.:;ou shOUld re-
view all these factors in your own situation to ensure
that whatever action you take is appropriate

When you interveneappropriately=to help a re-
covering student who is in relapse, you should ensure
that your intervention is conducted in the proper spirit.
It very important: here agaili: trat you keep the lines
of communication open The purpose of your interven-
tion is to provide the student with the i!elp needed. It is
not to judge. propagandize. or mora,iZe

Help Make Others Aware
You may also wish to help make others in your

school and community aware of chemical use The
problem of chemical use is one.that requires the con-
certed eftorts of all concerned if progress is to be
made. You cannot expect to conduct a sophisticated
public relations campaign on student use of alcohol
and other drugsfar from it. Your responsibilities to-
ward all your students will probably not allow you the
time for this.

You can. however, make your own knowledge of
chemical use available to others in your school or
community, You can share this knowledge with them in
many simple ways. You need not preach or get on a
soapbox. You might start by simply telling your profes-
sional colleagues. in your own institution. what you
know and what your concerns are.

You can alki make an effort to ensure that these
colleagues and your_ administration are_ aware of _the
problems that exist and the solutions that are possible.
One means to further this awareness in_your own
school or college could be to become a member of an
action group. if one exists.
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You to! ltd also share your knowledge with members
of the ,community_ Noll-might be able to speak about
chemical.use problems to parents and teachers at a
PTA meeting or during a regularly scheduled open
house. You might display posters or a bulletin board on
Chemical use during an open house. You could also
Share OW knowledge with groups or organizations
you belong tocommunity groups. neighb-orh66d at:
sociations. religious groups. service clubs. and so on.
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You Should alwatr remember-. as you help to make
others aware of chemical use. that you should talk
about the geNtal problem. YOU are not giving a report
on specific students who use spicifit therhidals. You
should never mention any student by matt*: _y64i
should never describe students in such a way Oat they
could be identified by your listeners. Students have a
moral and legal right to the confidentiality of any infor-
mation you may have abbLit them.



The following case studies describe how two vocational teachers provided
continuing support to recovering students. Read each case study and then
critique in writing the performance of the teacher, explaining (1) the strengths
of the teacher's approach, (2Ithe weaknesses of the teacher's approach, and
(3) how the teacher's performance could have been improved.

CASE STUDIES

Case Study 1:
Mr. Chang was stumped'. He had been trying ever

since the beginning of the term to smooth the way for
one of the students in his program, Sally Crandall, who
was recovering from chemical use. He had been trying
to create a nonthreatening environment for Sally, so
that some of the problems she was experiencing in
recovery could be minimized.

He had also worked Kard to_promote peer accep-
tance of Sally: With Sally's permission, he had given
his students information on her ten-month stay in a
residential treatment program. her progress toward
recovery ul the_ program. her hope_ for employment,
and her interest in the occupational area.

He had been careful to set a good example of ac-
ceptance for his students He was always supportive
in the way he treated Sally. He used his active listening
skills whenever he interacted with her. He made cer-
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tain that all students could see, frciin the way he
treated Sally that he cared about her jtat as much as
he did about any student.

He had also tried hard to reinforce positiwe behavior
on Sally's part. He gave her all the positiive feedback
he could to help reduce the stress and alienation she
was feeling. He tried to make this feedback realistic.
toohe only praised her when she did something to
deserve it.

_

But he could tell that Sally still fett_sornewhat alien-
ated in her surroundings. She had told him that she
didn't really feel accepted by the other students in the
program: Furthermore. she felt that no one around
including Mr. Changcould really understand the
kinds_ of problems she was having. Mr. Chang won-
dered what else he could do tr., create a more non-
threatening environment for Sally.
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Case Study 2:
Margaret Culver taught in a vocational program at

Crooked Forks Skills Center. One of her students.
Jason Gardiner. was in an outpatient treatment pro

for chemical use Ms. Culver was doing her best
to help Jason succeed in her program by making some
minor modifications in her instructional program:

She realized that Jason was quite concerned about
making the grade in her programhe seemed quite
frightened. in fact, of failing. So. she had been sure to
give nrm plenty of opportunities for success from the
start Since her program was largely individualized. it
had been easy for her to assess Jason's progress
frequently

She also faithfully gave Jason prompt and regular
feedback on each assessment, and she gave it in a
positive manner. She told Jason what he did right.
where he could improve. and how he could limprove.

She had also talked to the job placement counselor
at Crooked Forks about Jason s qualifications and
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hopes for a job after gradoating. She had suggested
some specific employers_ttot she knew hired begin-
ning workers with Jason's skills. She wanted to be
sure that Jason wasn't lost in the shuffle at the end of
the gar. when all the students at Crocked Forks would
be trying to crowd into the counselor's office at the
same lime:

Ms. Culver was_a little concerned about a couple of
things, however. Jason seemed to have a very poor
memory. perhaps as an effect of long -term past chem-
ical use Because of this. he seemed behind in some
knowledge and skills basic to her program.

Also. Ms.CuIver usually gave group demonstrations
and shared information with students on Friday after-
noons. It was a pleasant change of pace at the end of
the week. However; Jason had to attend a group
therapy session every Friday afternoon at 1:30; so_ he
missed some of the group demonstrations and infor-
mation sharing.
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Compare written critiques of the teachers" performance_ with the model
critiques given below. Your responses need net exactly duplicate the model
responses: however. you should have covered the same major points.

MODEL CRITIQUES

Case Study 1:
Weshould probably take about three-fourths of our

hat _off to Mr. Chang. From what we read; he has
worked hard-and efi'ectively for the most partto
create a notUhreatening environment for Sally Cran-
dall:The actions he has taken Sci_fat are praiseworthy.
although he has forgotten a emote of things hat might
help him out of his predicament.

On the good side. me. Chaile's work to promote peer
acceptance of Sal!_y was admirable. With Sally's per-
mission: he gave her peers information about her so
that they could understand her situation. With this
information. the other students in the program had an
Cipportuniiy to see that Sally_was. in the last analysis.

I lust another person training foe entry into the world of
workas were they all.

FUrtheritiOre. Mr. Chang seemed to be effective at
setting an example of acceptance for other students to
follow. He was 'careful to be supportive. He used his
skill in active listening. ThiS example he was setting
gave Sally's peers, again, the cippOrtUnity to see that
Sally was really just another student. at least as far as
Mr Chang was concerned:

Mr. Chang's concern ter giving Sally reinforcement
and positive feedback was also fqstiti-ed. It was good
that he made an effort to keep this feedback realistic,
as well He was probably correct in his assumption that
thiS Would help to reduce the stress and alienation that
Sally was experiencing.

Mr. Chang did. however forget one important part of
proMoting peer acceptance: He failed to provide activi-
t:eS that would a/kyw meaningful, structured contact
between Sally and her peers in the program. He might
have involved Sally and other students in group dis-
cussions: demonstrations, peer - tutoring, or any num-
ber of other activities:

Such activities would_ have given bOth Sally and her
pews the opportunity to get to know each other as
real; whole people. Sally would have had the chance
to gain a sense of belonging through this contact. Her

ODeers would have had the chance to see Sally func-
tioning effectively in a regular instructional activity.

_Mr Chang alSo should have encouraged Sally to
participate in a support group. either in the school or in
the community. Since_Sally seemed to feel thatno one
was able to understand herproblerris or situation. the
sense of sameness _provided by a suppOrt group
would have been very beneficial to her. She would
have had the opportunity for contact with others who
shared her pribbms and situation. She could have felt
that there was someone to talk to who would under-
stand.

Case Study 2:
All in ell. Crooked Forks was probably lucky to have

a teather like Margaret t.'s.utver. By and large. she was
COnCeMed and -conscientious with the recovering stu-
dent. ThemOdifitations she had made in her instruc-
honalprogram_were probably a help to JasOne-they
very likely increased' his chances for success moth it
recovery and in vocational training. Her only fault was
that omitted a couple of steps she could have
taken.

Perhaps the best part_ of Ms. Culver's program 0. as
her care in providing Jason with early and frequent
opportunities for success: This consisted of regular
assessment and feedback on Jason's progress in
trainingi Furthermore, the feedback she provided ap-
peared to be positive and constructive. fcUted On the
performance and not on the person.

Ms. Culver alSo_did well to assist in the job place-
ment process on Jason s behalf._ She apparently did
what she could to eriu,re that Jason WO ad hOt tie
overlooked in the placement process.

Ms. Culver shbUid have been more_concerned
about Jason's memory lOSS, hoWeVer. She Should
have provided activities and matetialS hold Jason
review the knowledge and skills basic to the -occupa;
liana! &pecialty This would have given him the chance
to start eft On the right foot. which could ultimately
contribule to hiS chances for success in training and
later, in the world of work.
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Finally. Ms Culver should have resotved the conflict information mat was shared. At best. she might have
over Friday after:la:ins She should. at the very least. been able to change her own schedule. giving group ip
have provided Jason with activities or materials to demonstrations and sharing information with students
make up me work he was rrits;ng and to gain the at some time when Jason was able to be present.

Level of Performance: Your written critiques of the teachers ormance should have covered the same major
points as the model critiques. If you missed some points or have questionsabout any additiOrtai points you made.
review the rna-tPnai in the information sheet_ ProviclinaContinuing Support to Recovering Students. pp. 44 -50. or
cheek with your resource person if necessary
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Learning Experience V
FINAL EXPERIENCE

In an actual teathltig SfttiatIoni* combat problems of student chemical

As part of your duties as a teacher, combat problems of student chernic.al
Thit include

preparing for the problem of student chemical use
using prevention techniques
using intervention techniques
providing coritinvirvj support to recovering Students-

NOTE:_ DOe to the nature of this experience; you wig need to have access to an
actual teaching situation over an extended period of time (e.g.; three to six
weeks).

As you perform_each of the above activibes; document your actions (41 writing,
OA tape, thrcirigh a nog) for assessment purposes:

Arrange to have_your resource person review any ciotUrnentabon you have
compiled. If possible arrange to have your resource person observe at leastone
instance in which you are conducting activities to combat problems Of student
chemical use;

Your total ccirripetency will be assessed by your resource person; using the
Teacher Performame Assessment Form. pp. 57-59.

Based upon the criteria specified in this assessment instrument. your :'source
Perscx1 will determine whether you are competent in combating problems of
student -chemical use.

Fair ri iLtual .4,"ng SPLMon WM. eV insoche oaca
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TEACHER PERFORMANCE ASSESSMENT FORM
Combat Problems of Student Chemical Use (Ell))

rizene

Directions: Indicate the level of the_ te_acher'saccomplishment by pia=ing an X
Dalein the appropriate bOx under the LEVEL OF PERFORMANCE heading. If:

betau- of special circurristantet. a performance component was not appti-
catle. or impossible to execute. place an X in the N A tiOir. Res. ,.e Person

LEVEL OF PERFORMANCE

1 q-1? diP
In preparing for the problem of student chemical use, the
teethe:

1. determined the relevant policy and regulations of his her
EJschool or college

2 determined his her legal role and responSitiditieS

3. verified his her understanding of policy. regulations. and
legal implications with appropriate personnel

4. identified resources at hiS her disposal in the school or com-
munity ID

5. identified persons and agencies to whom students could be
referred

6 assessed his her own use of ak:ohtil and other drugs . El 0 0
7 assessed his her values and attitudes toward chemical use 0
8 determined the attitudes of other teachers and others in the

community toward chemical use

9. consulted reliable resources _to:_

a. identify symptoms aild effects of chemical use

b. keep up to date concerning trends in chemical use

in use preventfttin techniques; the teacher:
C E310. set Standards for student behavior in the vocational program

11 used active listening skills to keep the lines of communication
E]open with students

12. provided students with information on the continuum of chem-
ElFoal use and its effects

13 provided information in an appropriate manner (e.g.; through
I posters, in response to s_peCific questions or Situations; by

ElProviding a resource center)
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14. helped students to examine their own use of chernicalt

15 helped students to clarify their values -concerning Chemical
use

16 helped students to ewe the effete of internal and external
1=1 Elpressures

17 provided activities to help students deVekip a sense of self=
responsibility CI E:1

18 provided activities to help students develop their decision-
making skills

19. provided information and activities to support studeritS dit=
covery of alternatives to chemical use

in using intervention techniques, the teacher:
20 identified Students exhibiting persistent syrriptoms of chemi-

cal use by:
a collecting and recording objective data on student perfor- CImance and behavior

b consulting student rectirdS fOr a history of behavior and 1:1 Clperformance

maintaining the confidentiality of data collected 0
.

d analyzing the data for patterns and general tierdS Of
performance and behavior

21 intervened appropriately according to local policy, regu-
latons: and legal constraints (e.g., confrontation; intervention
conference: referral) Ej

22 conducted intervention activities in an appropriate manher 0
lit .1.;:oviding _continuing support, the teacher:
23 promoted peer acceptance of recovering students by

a providing peers with information about recovering stu-
Oehtt, as appropriate El

b setting an example of acceptance for recovering students El 0
c. providing activities to allow meaningful, structured contact

EJ CIbetween students and peers

24 encouraged recovering students to participate in support
groups in the school or community at large

25 reinforced positive behavior of recovering students 0
26. provided early and frequent opportunities for success for Elrecovering students



iz
4`.-- 4

27 provided prompt. regular feeack in a positive. supportive
manner

28 provicfd activmes and materials for reviewing the occupa-
tonal basics as needed

29 provided released time, as necessary. within the limits of klical
policy

30 assisted n job placement of recovering students

31 identified. in an appropriate manner, recovering students
exhibiting persistent symptoms of relapse

32 intervened appropriately to help recovering students exhibit-
ing persistent symptoms of relapse

F-1 F-1 1-1
EJ EJ

El 0 0
0

El 0 El
33 participated in activities to help make the schciol and commu-

nity aware of chemical use

Level of Performance: All items must _receive N A. C 00D. or EXCELLENT responses. If any item receives a
NONE, POOR. or FAIR response, the teacher ana resource person should rn,:et to determine what additional
activities the teacher needs to complete in order to reach competency in the weak area(s).
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1ABOUT USING THE NATIONAL CENTER'S
PBTE MODULES
Organization
Each module is designed to help you gain oxnpetency n a
particular skin area az:Isar:Wed important to teaching suc-
cess. A rrextule made up of a series of Warning experi-
ences; some providing background information; some pro-
viding _practice experiences, arid others torribining vnese
two fundions Completing these ex she:0d en-

you to achieve -the temenal objective ire the foal
learning experierce. The final ex penence in each mciciu*
always requees you to demonstrate the skin in an actual
teachieg_ situation When you are an intern, a stir at teach-
er; an inservce teacher, or occupateree trainee

Procedures
Modules are des4gried to alkft you to ketividualize your
teacher education ceogram. You need to take only those
itioderee covering skills eiaeyou 601 ateltdy possess.
&meaty. you need riot complete any leaning expewierce
within a mocker d you already ilavre el,* skin needed to
complete it Therefore. tiefae taiungLany mole*, you
should caretully review (1) the introduction; (2) the objec-
bees listed on_p 4.13) the oveneews_preceding_each Warri-
ng expenence; and (4) the final experience: After compar-
ing your present needs and competencies_ with the irdorrna-
bon you have read in these sections, you should he ready to

one of the following decisions:
That you do riot have the -comoetencies ihcricAled and
should complete the entire module - . .

Thaeyou are ciorteetterit in one or more Of the enabling
objectives leading to the final leaning experience and;
thus; can omit those learning experiences
That you are afremetcan-p-etent in this area and are
ready to complete the final learning experience in
order to lest but
That the module is inappropriate to ; our needs at this
time

When you are ready to date the final learning experi-
ence and have access to an actual_ teaching situation;
make the necessary arranwments with your recce per-
son: If you do not complete the final experience success,
kik Meet with your resource _person Arid arrange to (1)
repeat the experience or (2) complete (or review) previous
sections of the module or other related activities suggested
by your resource person before attempting to repeat the
final experience:
Oplons for recycling are also available in each of the
learning experiences _preceding the final experience. Arty
time you do not meet the nikerrium revel of performance
required to meet an objective; you and your resource per-
son mae meet to seWct actienie tci riA:iyou retch corm).-
tency. This could involve (1) ctirnpleting parts of the module
previously skipped; (2) repeating activities;_ (3) reading sto-
p $Irientary resources_ or cempUting acketional _activities
suggested by the resource persoe; (4) designing your own
Teaming experience. or (5) completing sonic other activity
pggestecl by you or your resource parson.

TemiL-tology
Aztwa Team Situalian: A MUAticin in Which you are
actually working with arei revonseile for *Aehina sec -
ondary or pcittsecOndary Vcicational stucFents or other oc-
cupaticnal trainees. An intern, a sexier* tear, an in-
service teacher, or other occupabonal trainer would be
functioning in an WWI teaching sell on. teyou do rice
have eamss to an actual teaching situation when you we
taking tIle mockile, you can complete the module up to the
fetal keernev ever-1mM You would then -complete the
final learning experience later-(i.e ; when you have access
to an actual teacterig
Afternate Actibity or reedbectu An Rem that may AubetP
tote for .7 maim] it trial dm to szeictal cam,
you are unable to complete.
Occupational .?..edn;alty: A specifc area of preparaboi,
Within a vcicabxial swim, area (e.g., the service area
Trade and Incluseial Educaticin Ocluies ccewatkwal

such as automobile mechanics; welding; and elec.
riot.
Option4 Mehety or ,ei:lback: Tin darn that SS not re-
gonad but that is designed to supplement and enrich the
sullied items in a Warning experir -,ce
Resource Peracri: The person Osage of your educa-
tional program (e.g.. the prioletisoe ieStrectee, administrate,
instructional supervisor; cooperating/supervising/class-
room teacher or training supervisor who is guiding you in
oompleting this module).
Stwient: The person who is receiving getup-Mime in-
struction in a secondary; postsecondary; or other veining
Program
Vikildkerai itericii Area: A major vocational ogre
Withal eckzatkin, business Nvel 00t*EXUNkt0i, mark -
ing and distributive:education; health occupations educe-
edit, Keene economic* education, incksetriAl ores edticaticiii,
technical education; or trade and industrial education:
You or the lescherfirattructor: The meson who is com-
pleting the module.

LeWs of FerfOrthanzi Or Final Attestmont
N/A: The criterion was net met because it was not apple
CabW to the Mimi-on.
Imo: fiTo atterheit was made to meet the cntenon. Al-
though it was relevant_
Poor: The teacreir is -unable to pert re ttes skit or has only
very limited ability to perform it.
Fair: The teacher is unable to perform this skill in an ac-
ceptable manner but has some Walley to perform it.
Good: The teacher is able to periomi this skill in an elec.
tiVe rtiartflet.
Eitt*Writ: The teacher is able to per this skill in a very
effective manner.
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